ACROSS PLATINUM TRAVEL
AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND VANUATU 2016-2017

A one in a life time experience ....

ACROSS Australia – New Zealand – Oceania is proud after 15
years as a leader DMC to launch ACROSS Platinum Travel
This new branch ACROSS Platinum Travel will be a local conciergerie DMC
specialized in experiential luxury travel.
ACROSS Platinum Travel will be our new tailor-made & high end brand
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covering Oceania
ACROSS Platinum Travel will create the art of charming & luxury travel
with a carefully crafted program out of the beaten track within Australia, New
Zealand & Oceania.
Each Private Travel Manager of ACROSS Platinum Travel will design your
own thought of experiential luxury tours within Oceania.

It will be unique, visionary, refined.
Some luxury travel Australia – New Zealand & Oceania inspiration for One in a life style experience…
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Copyright Tourism NZ
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Australia
Feel the thunder of hooves as you canter across a vast outback sheep station. Inhale the salty tang of sea air
as you walk a scenic coastal path. Delight in the thrum of a helicopter rotor as you travel to undiscovered
places. Listen to the ancient tales of an Aboriginal storyteller under a starry sky.
With countless species of plants and animals, Australia exerts a magnetic pull on nature lovers. Whether
you’re enjoying the dawn chorus of parrots, photographing a sleepy koala in a eucalyptus tree, or chuckling
at a parade of little penguins, you’ll feel as though you’re starring in a nature documentary.
For the urban adventurer, Australia’s cosmopolitan cities are unparalleled places to relax, indulge and play.
Attend an avant-garde play in sophisticated Melbourne. Shop for designer fashions in Sydney. Immerse
yourself in Adelaide’s thriving culinary scene. Revel into the small hours on the glittering Gold Coast or enjoy
the laid-back beach culture of Perth.
Enjoy a new era of Australian experiential luxury. Now, even in remote locales, you can stay in exceptional
accommodations, from exquisite historic buildings to tented ‘camps’ serving gourmet fare. Unwind with a
massage in the luxe spa of a city hotel or savour a cooking class in a wine country retreat. Everywhere, service
is superb; in many properties the owners are on site.
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City or country. Mountain or island. Rainforest or vineyard. Spa or trail. The diversity of uniquely Australian
places is endless--and with luxurious options abounding, there’s never been a better time to visit.
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Independent Aviation
– Arrive in style and class on a private charter
Independent Aviation have an enviable reputation for providing prompt, reliable and
innovative solutions in aircraft procurement for discerning travellers throughout Australasia
for more than 25 years.
Specializing in Luxury Lodge, Private Yacht and Island Resort transfers, we look after every
detail with discreet professionalism, so that you can enjoy the ultimate experience. If you
require an extended multi-destination itinerary or an individual sector to put a plan back on
track, we will find the right aircraft for your requirements.
From helicopters and light twins to private jets, we arrange hundreds of aircraft charters
every month. Our 24 hour 'Flight Desk' backs up every charter with detailed management to
ensure a successful flight and your satisfaction.
As Independent brokers, we will coordinate for you returning promptly with genuine quotes
on a range of aircraft and a recommendation on a suitable provider. Honeymoon, VIP, family
groups and individuals, or that special vacation adventure… For expert advice contact the
‘Air Charter Professionals’ to organize your next flight.
Map ref: E6/K3
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Air Safaris

Turquoise seas shimmering above the world-famous and expansive Great Barrier
Reef. Endless sandy beaches shaded by gently swaying palm trees and lapped by
foaming surf. The untamed Outback, where sun-baked landscapes stretch to a distant
horizon, punctuated occasionally by a remote station. Discover these wonders on a

Helicopter the Great Barrier Reef
– Change Your Perspective
Every day, GBR Helicopters delights vacation-makers by flying them over the vast reefs that
form the spectacular Great Barrier Reef. Combine your flight with a cruise, use your flight to
transfer to your luxury accommodation or have an experience tailored especially for you.
The Great Barrier Reef is an amazing spectacle, but it's not just about what’s under the water.
Gain an unique perspective of the reef as you fly in a smooth and comfortable helicopter.
You'll see beautiful reef seascapes with stunning colours and you may be lucky enough to
spot turtles, huge rays and even whales frolicking in this pristine environment.
Alternatively, try a specialty flight. As you fly over the Great Barrier Reef, you will be one of the
few to witness the morning sun shining over the reef from your helicopter before you touch
down on your private, pristine coral cay. There, you will savour a tropical brunch, along with
Australian sparkling wine and juices.
Map ref: E6/K3

Chinta Air Tours

HeliSpirit

– Personal itineraries take you into the skies of the Australian Outback

– Australia’s Kimberley region is like no other place on earth

Chinta Air Tours specializes in tailor-made air safaris. Travel in light aircraft to unique
destinations throughout Australia where you can enjoy a taste of outback lifestyle.
Accommodation is first-class – perhaps a luxury safari tent, a cliﬀ-top eco-lodge, an awardwinning eco-villa, or an outback station homestead where you live beside the owners.

Rugged, romantic and breathtakingly beautiful, she hides her secrets well until you take to
the air. HeliSpirit can show you close up views of remote places that are inaccessible by any
other means than helicopter. Explore Lake Argyle, Kununurra, the Bungle Bungle, Mitchell
Falls, the Kimberley Coast and Katherine Gorge. Some flights include landings to view the
sun setting over vast red cliﬀs, to fish in a wild river or swim in secret springs.

At each location, 4WD tours with knowledgeable local guides introduce you to native
wildlife roaming free, and to stories of the Outback. Superb meals feature tempting local
produce. Each day, enjoy the views and reduce your travel time with scenic flights. Travel
confidently with the Outback Air Safari Specialists.
Map ref: C8/M7

New in 2016 are luxury helicopter safaris of five to ten days duration; exploring waterfalls,
galleries of rock art, fishing, birding and walking, with accommodation in luxury lodges.
Come and regain your Spirit in the Kimberley.
Map ref: C1/K3

thrilling trip by helicopter or bush plane – whether it’s a short scenic flight or a multiday safari including luxury accomodations. Be amazed by pristine waterfalls and
isolated parks alive with native wildlife. Fly away into the heart of Australia and be
astonished by its unique beauty and colourful landscapes.

Nautilus Aviation
– Nautilus Aviation. Luxury helicopter experiences
Take in the wonder of the Great Barrier Reef, the contrast of Australia’s rugged outback or the
beauty of the world’s oldest living Daintree Rainforest with an unforgettable luxury aviation
experience.
With bases in Cairns, Townsville, Weipa and Horn Island, Nautilus Aviation is perfectly
positioned to oﬀer the ultimate holiday adventure, private charter or transfer to any
destination regardless of how far oﬀ the beaten track. Take in remote and exclusive tropical
islands such as Haggerstone and Lizard, or heli-fishing and hunting tours. There are also nine
diﬀerent options to explore the Great Barrier Reef including secluded cays as well as cruising,
diving and flying tours. For those with only a small amount of time, why not choose one of
the Ultimate Experience Packages oﬀering three unique half-day tour options?
Visit the Daintree Rainforest for a traditional Indigenous experience, the Australian Outback
including the now historical Tyrconnell gold mine and homestead of Mt Mulligan Station or
one of the Great Barrier Reef’s most exclusive locations – Orpheus Island.
Map ref: E6/K3
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Spicers Peak Lodge
– A member of Luxury Lodges of Australia, Spicers Peak Lodge - at 1,130 metres above sea level is Australia’s highest non-alpine lodge retreat
Just two hours south-west of Brisbane, this award-winning mountain retreat is situated atop
a 8,895-acre working cattle farm. It is enveloped by the World Heritage-listed Main Range
National Park – one of Australia’s most scenic wilderness areas – and the Great Dividing
Range. The lodge has been created with its natural environment in mind. With only ten
luxurious suites and two private lodges, the property oﬀers an intimate abode in spectacular
surrounds.
Activities include guided eco walks, mountain-biking, 4WD tours, scenic helicopter flights,
and horse riding near by. Enjoy the surrounds and spot iconic Australian animals, such as
koalas, kookaburras, wild brumby, possums, gliders, kangaroos and wallabies, or take some
time out at Spa Anise. By night, enjoy nature walks, stargazing from the viewing deck, and
gourmet food and wine by the fire. Spicers Peak Lodge is an intimately unique Australian
lodge experience.
Map ref: F6/M1
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Iconic Landscapes

Escaping to some of Australia's most iconic destinations – such as South East
Queensland, the Blue Mountains and Uluru (Ayers Rock) – should not mean
skipping luxury. Whether you spend your day walking breathtaking mountain
trails, on a 4WD wildlife safari or exploring the Outback by camel, a restful retreat

The Scenic Rim Trail
– Discover the natural wonders of South East Queensland and relax in luxury
The Scenic Rim Trail by Spicers showcases a region of cultural richness and vast natural
beauty, and the four-day guided walk, with transfers to and from Brisbane, indulges walkers
with three nights’ luxury accommodation and gourmet food and wine en route. Explore a
wonderland of lush rainforests, mountains, ridges, escarpments, forests and ancient volcanic
plateaus, in a group of up to ten walkers. The trail requires a reasonable level of fitness and
includes varying terrain and some ascents, but the challenges of the day are well rewarded.
Your accommodation for the first two nights is at Spicers Canopy, consisting of ten luxury
safari tents and oﬀering first-class food and wine served by dedicated hosts. On the third
evening, you will be pampered at Spicers Peak Lodge, Australia’s highest non-alpine lodge
and a member of Luxury Lodges of Australia. This spectacular property includes a day spa,
large lodge suites, heated infinity pool and spa, and a hatted restaurant serving a sevencourse degustation dinner. Return transfers to and from Brisbane included.
Map ref: F6/M1

Longitude 131°
– Longitude 131°, the luxury base camp at Uluru-Kata Tjuta, promises an essential experience of
Australia’s spirited heartland
Longitude 131° oﬀers a true sense of stillness and beauty in this desert landscape, rich in
cultural heritage and timeless history. Luxury tented pavilions float over rust-red dunes
where contemporary furnishings meld with indigenous textures to evoke a sanctuary of
earthy elegance. A private glass wall yields unparalleled views of Uluru.
Explore the World Heritage listed wilderness of Uluru-Kata Tjuta and discover some of the
ancient creation stories of the land’s traditional custodians. Spend time exploring the diverse
flora and fauna of the region and come face to face with this irresistible land with the lodge’s
personally guided adventures.
Enjoy a sundowner at the convivial open bar in the Dune House and experience unforgettable
dining under a glittering canopy of stars at Table 131°. Exceptional cuisine celebrates a fusion
of modern and local flavours whilst exclusive Red Centre experiences and world-class service
combine to deliver an unforgettable encounter with this spirited land.
Map ref: C7/L6

awaits you at these intimate resorts. Indulge in a relaxing spa treatment or savour
a delicious gourmet meal and enjoy a glass of local wine as the sun stains rugged
peaks and hidden valleys. Australia's undeniable natural beauty and uniqueness
will be leave you in awe and wishing your trip would never end.

Emirates Wolgan Valley Resort & Spa
– A member of Luxury Lodges of Australia, Wolgan Valley is a conservation-based resort located
2.5 hours’ drive from Sydney
The design has a timeless appeal and evokes a natural sense of place in the vast and
dramatic landscape. Each of the private villas has its own private swimming pool. The main
homestead provides distinctive dining and luxury facilities.
The seclusion of the Wolgan Valley creates a natural sanctuary where guests can relax and
explore in elegant comfort. A quintessentially Australian bush experience – a unique blend
of seclusion, native wildlife, dramatic natural beauty, conservation and heritage. The vast
property can be explored through a range of activities, including 4WD tours, heritage tours,
wildlife-spotting and horse-riding.
All meals are included. The chef focuses on sourcing regional and seasonal produce, using
organic ingredients where possible. Also included are all non-alcoholic beverages, a range
of local wines and beer with lunch and dinner, and two nature-based activities per person
each day.
Map ref: F3/N1
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Saffire Freycinet
– A member of Luxury Lodges of Australia, this luxury coastal sanctuary on Tasmania’s east coast delivers inspiring experiences in intimate and
sophisticated style
Discreetly positioned overlooking The Hazards Mountains, the Freycinet Peninsula, and the pristine waters of Great Oyster Bay, Saﬃre Freycinet
fosters encounters between mankind and nature in an environment of breathtaking beauty.
Architectural inspiration for the project was derived from the colours of the peninsula – the pink granite of the Hazards mountains,
the white beaches, the sapphire waters and the grey-green of the native bush-land. Inside, stone and timber reflect the landscape, as
colours, hues and textures connect the interior to the great outdoors. Featuring 20 luxurious suites, an exclusive day spa, a restaurant, a
guest lounge, and a bar, this property is a celebration of local culinary delights, the art of service, internal and external wellbeing, ancient
landscapes and abundant wildlife.
In the Palate restaurant, head chef Hugh Whitehouse has ensured innovative dishes do not compromise the true flavours of the freshest local
produce. From breakfast through to a gourmet degustation or à la carte dinner, customize your dining experiences to suit your tastes and
schedule. Restore your wellbeing at the premium spa facilities and on-site gym, and soothe your mind and rejuvenate your soul with luxurious
treatments in one of Spa Saﬃre’s three retreat rooms, overlooking the inspiring landscape and reflective pools. The Tasmanian Devil Experience
oﬀers guests the rare opportunity to encounter Tasmanian devils in a natural setting and to participate in the quest to save this endangered
species from extinction. Select from "complimentary experiences" and additional "signature experiences". Explore with Saﬃre's Schouten
Island Signature Experience, which has been designed exclusively to deepen your east coast discovery. This unique tour will introduce you to
a world of deserted islands, wild bushland and secluded beaches and is highly recommended.
Map ref: E8/O3
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Unique Environments

Saﬃre Freycinet

There is something special about wild places. They are treasured havens for people
and animals alike, making them the perfect spots for both pristine national parks and
eco-friendly luxury hideaways. Escape to Kangaroo Island or Tasmania and enter an
unspoiled world. Kayak through wetlands rich with bird life. Bushwalk along trails where
you may not see another soul. Renew your spirits at a resort designed to help preserve
these natural enclaves, delighting in stunning views from floor-to-ceiling windows.

Southern Ocean Lodge
– It's hard to imagine a more sympathetic tribute to the wild beauty of Kangaroo Island than Southern Ocean Lodge, renowned as Australia's most
extraordinary luxury lodge experience
Sensitively designed to blend seamlessly with this ruggedly beautiful landscape, the retreat appears to float along its secluded cliﬀ top setting.
Just a short hop from Adelaide, the island is an arc and myriad wild things, including the island's namesake, frolic to everyone’s delight in this
‘zoo without fences’.
Twenty-one contemporary suites cantilever along the curve of the coast, each with panoramic views of the Southern Ocean and dramatic
wilderness. It’s a perfect place to reconnect with who or what is truly important, to survey the surrounds whilst cosseted from the elements
and to watch the sun rise from the comfort of a well dressed king bed. Custom designed furniture, works by local artists and a well-stocked
in-suite bar invite luxurious lounging. The social hub of the lodge is the Great Room, a breathtaking designer space of restaurant, cocktail bar
and lounge framing remarkable views of the rugged coastline. Dining is a true gastronomic journey of the region, and the kitchen and cellar
showcase the finest of South Australian fare. The secluded Southern Spa, housed in its own stunning cliﬀ top pavilion, features signature
treatments with Kangaroo Island botanicals to relax and rejuvenate, inspired by the Aboriginal dreamtime. A generously inclusive tariﬀ and
personalized itinerary lend to the overall sense of being at home, of easy, relaxed luxury, of seemingly eﬀortless attention to detail.
The great outdoors live up to their name with a Galapagos-sized contingent of endemic and unusual wildlife. Naturalist guides lead guests on
first-hand encounters; a walk among the sea lions, spotting a soaring osprey or coming up close to a kangaroo are just some of the island’s
many privileges. To find a retreat this exceptional in a location this remote only adds to the wonder that is Southern Ocean Lodge.
Map ref: D5/N4
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Southern Ocean Lodge

Exceptional Kangaroo Island
– Discover Kangaroo Island in style
Join one of Australia's leading nature based tourism operators and enjoy good food, good
wine, and wildlife in the wild. Kangaroo Island oﬀers a unique combination of dramatic
coastline productive farmland, deserted beaches and a diverse habitat for wildlife such as
sea lions, fur seals, kangaroos, wallabies, koalas, echidnas, platypus, goannas, many bird
species and even whales, which pass through in winter.
The combination of wildlife, red dirt roads, farmland, rugged coast, eucalyptus trees
stretching oﬀ to the horizon and friendly locals gives you a real sense of Australia.
Exceptional Kangaroo Island has taken the best experiences and combined them with local
food and wine. Your expert guide will lead you on a small group, two day exploration of the
Island's best wildlife habitat and spectacular landscapes, enjoying elegant picnics at private
lunch sites along the way. Learn about our unique ecology, rich history and island lifestyle.
This package includes two full days of share touring and one night at one of the Island's
finest accommodation including dinner and breakfast.
Map ref: D5/N4
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Wilderness and
Wildlife Encounters

Amazingly, 80 per cent of Australia's flora and fauna are found nowhere else on earth.
Echidnas and emus; kangaroos and koalas, wallabies, Tasmanian devils and countless
other creatures will delight you. Trail blaze the Victorian high country by horseback.
Paddle along hidden rivers or walk isolated trails. Knowledgeable guides will help you

Jamala Wildlife Lodge
– A truly unique and inspiring luxury lodge experience of the wildest kind
Nestled in the grounds of the National Zoo and Aquarium in the heart of Canberra, Jamala
Wildlife Lodge boasts 5-star, African-styled lodges and bungalows, specifically designed to
get you up close with some of the zoo’s most revered residents.
uShaka Lodge oﬀers several opulent room choices, all of which flow into the magnificent
lounge area featuring authentic African artifacts, as well as housing monkeys and a shark
tank. The Giraﬀe Treehouses allow guests to mingle with friendly animals in a private garden
setting, before enjoying the experience of hand feeding a giraﬀe from their balcony.
Guests are also treated to exclusive, behind-the-scenes zoo tours, encountering some of
its most popular residents such as White Rhinoceros and Meerkats. The all-inclusive fine
culinary oﬀerings top oﬀ your lodge stay, featuring an unforgettable dinner with some very
special wild guests. Jamala Wildlife Lodge oﬀers guests the opportunity to connect with and
learn about the world’s most amazing animals, which makes it a truly remarkable overnight,
luxury experience.
Map ref: F1/N3

Peppers Cradle
Mountain Lodge

8 Day Tasmanian
Wildlife Encounter

Survey the breathtaking alpine vistas of
Cradle Mountain-Lake St Clair National Park
– part of the Tasmania Wilderness World
Heritage-listed area – from your luxurious
surrounds. Steeped in comfort, the lodge is
home to one of Tasmania's most acclaimed
dining experiences as well as a spectacular
spa. Wildlife is abundant and is often found
traversing the well-lit trails and boardwalks.

Australia’s island state oﬀers a rare opportunity
to closely encounter an abundance of
endemic wildlife. Premier Travel Tasmania’s
local expert guide leads this small group
tour through the island's iconic destinations
and best-kept secrets. Cameras are a must
and eyes like an eagle will help you capture
everlasting memories of Tasmanian devils,
wombats and other amazing mammals.

Map ref: E8/O3

Map ref: E8/O3

spot whales breaching the ocean's surface or cockatoos flitting through the forest.
Listen closely to discern the calls of exotic creatures. Discover unique wild spaces and
see Australia's remarkable wildlife in their natural habitat, where humans still live in
balance with nature and stars glitter brightly in the dark velvet night sky.

Kangaroo Island Overnight Wildlife Experience
– A perfect introduction to this unspoiled and natural wildlife haven
On this one day/one night tour, you will soon see why Kangaroo Island is one of Australia’s
iconic nature-based destinations. On arrival, your local Kangaroo Island Odysseys guide will
take you on a personalized 4x4 tour to see Australian sea-lions, kangaroos, koalas and native
Australian birds in their pristine wildlife settings.
At the spectacular Seal Bay Conservation Park, you will be escorted on a memorable walk
along the beach. This bay is home to a healthy Australian Sea-lion colony, and you can
walk among them as they bask on the beach or rest in the sand dunes after their extensive
fishing expedition. With your guide you are able to stand at a safe distance to these
wonderful endangered creatures and hear them sigh and watch them at play. This truly is an
unforgettable experience – one you will treasure forever.
Overnight accommodation including breakfast, gourmet picnic lunch with wine, all entrance
fees, and special permits are included.
Map ref: D5/N4
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The Classic Larapinta
by World Expeditions

The Scenic Rim Trial
by Spicers

The Arkaba Walk

Twelve Apostles Lodge Walk

Cradle Mountain Huts Walk

The Maria Island Walk

Bay of Fires Lodge Walk
The Freycinet Experience

Great Walks of Australia
Walking in Australia has evolved diﬀerently to walking elsewhere
in the world. Great Walks of Australia oﬀers a range of unique,
intimate nature experiences in National Parks and World Heritage
areas. Many of these deep encounters can only be reached on foot.
As you walk you come across boutique eco lodges, private camps
and restored homesteads; unique places to stay unlike anywhere
else you will find anywhere. The rewards for your eﬀorts will be
to explore parts of Australia very few people visit: ours are some
of the most select tourism experiences in the world.
If you thought walking was just a way of moving about, think again.
Travelling on foot preserves the landscape, oﬀers wildlife sightings
and gives you the opportunity to discover an Australia rarely seen.
We invite you to be one of the select few who put on their walking
boots and join us on one of the Great Walks of Australia.
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Bamurru Plains

Sal Salis Ningaloo Reef

– Australia’s answer to the Okavango Delta

– Sal Salis Ningaloo Reef, a coastal eco-retreat oﬀering barefoot luxury and simplicity

located on 74,000 acres of private buﬀalo station, just west of the Kakadu National Park on
the Mary River floodplains. Bamurru invites guests to share in a profusion of bird and wildlife
right on their doorstep in a unique bush camp that exudes ‘Wild Bush Luxury’ and brings a
touch of style to the discovery of a remote and beautiful wilderness.

Right on the World Heritage-Listed Ningaloo Reef, which is just a few metres oﬀshore.
Hidden amongst the dunes overlooking a magnificent stretch of pristine coastline, Sal Salis'
nine tented camp is the perfect place from which to experience the reef in a way that is
utterly in tune with the environment.

Enjoy airboat tours, croc-spotting river cruises, guided walks and immersive open-top 4WD
drives with expert guides. Retire to your safari bungalow built on stilts with mesh screen
walls. You will hear, see and almost touch the wilderness around you, waking to the call of
magpie geese as the orange light of dawn spreads across the floodplain.

The focus of your stay is on the environment and a team of passionate guides are on hand
to show you the reef with guided snorkel and kayak expeditions and on shore guided gorge
walks in the Cape Range National Park. In the evening lie out on the beach and stare up at
the Milky Way and a canopy of stars stretching across the southern night skies.

Map ref: C3/J6

Map ref: A1/L6

Far From the
Madding Crowd

Greet the sunrise from a luxury tent at the water's edge amid the sand dunes near
one of the world's most pristine reefs. Sip your morning coﬀee as buﬀalo splash
within earshot of your safari suite near Kakadu National Park. Awake in a private
guesthouse high on an escarpment or cruise the islands, inlets, waterfalls and
pristine beaches or the Kimberley coast. Wherever you start your day, it is just the
beginning of a grand adventure in a spectacular wilderness.

Karijini Eco Retreat

Pretty Beach House

– Eco tents, eco cabins, campsites and outback dining

– A member of Luxury Lodges of Australia, this super-sophisticated private guest house is in a
magical and quintessential Australian bush location

In the heart of the world class Karijini National Park, Western Australia. A short trail walk
leads directly from the Retreat into Joﬀre Gorge - stand at the top and you'll find yourself
overwhelmed by this powerful creation of nature, which has been sculptured and shaped
over a period of some 2,500 million years. Guided tours (coach, adventure, gorges, mine
sites) can be booked at reception.
Karijini Eco Retreat is 100 percent owned by the Gumala Aboriginal Corporation - traditionally,
the Aboriginal people conducted fire stick farming practices which have shaped the unique
flora and fauna found in the park today.
Map ref: A5/L2

In a world of its own, and only 90 minutes drive north of Sydney (or 20 min seaplane flight),
Pretty Beach House is nestled into the spectacular NSW Bouddi National Park, high on an
escarpment amid ancient Australian native flora.
Guests are welcomed as if to a private home and enjoy a tailored and exclusive experience
complete with an Indigenous welcome smoking ceremony. Butler service, all dining
(by Stefano Manfredi) and beverages, including wines and champagnes, are part of the
hospitality at this extraordinary property. One of Australia's most intimate and luxurious
guest houses.
Map ref: F4/N1

Kimberley Quest
– Kimberley Quest is a multi-award-winning, luxury Kimberley cruise company operating extended wilderness expeditions along the stunning
Kimberley coast, cruising between Broome and Wyndham
The Kimberley Quest II is a 25 metre vessel that has been designed with relaxation in mind, and for exploring the Kimberley coastline in style.
Its custom design allows us to visit areas many other Kimberley cruises simply cannot reach. Whilst on board, guests can enjoy indoor and
outdoor alfresco areas, a refreshing dip in the spa and gourmet cuisine prepared by the on-board chef. Cruising with a maximum of 18 guests,
personalized service and attention to detail means guests can enjoy the amazing surrounds in complete comfort and luxury.
Kimberley Quest operate Kimberley tours ranging from 8, 10 and 14 days in length, all with daily cruise adventures featuring a myriad of
activities. Leaving the mother-ship in custom-built tender vessels, guests set out exploring the untouched river systems, viewing ancient
Aboriginal rock art and fishing the tidal creeks as well as discovering the in-depth history of the area, viewing the rugged cliﬀs, caves, waterfalls
and gorges, spotting wildlife, taking refreshing dips in secluded waterholes and much more!
Also available is the opportunity to charter the vessel exclusively, which means the itinerary and daily excursions can be tailored to suit your
group's preferences whether it be wildlife, walking, fishing, Aboriginal art, or a combination of all of these. The possibilities are endless when
you have the most extraordinary location at your fingertips!
The Kimberley is prolific with islands, inlets, extensive waterfalls, pristine beaches and unforgettable scenery that will take your breath
away. The team at Kimberley Quest will convey their passion for this ancient land, forging the sights and sounds of the Kimberley into
your memory forever.
Map ref: B1/K7
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Kimberley Quest
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Luxury Outback Tours
– Western Australia’s ultimate personalized, small group luxury 4WD eco tours
Experience the magnificent Kimberley scenery on our Authentic Kimberley Adventure
Tour, drive on the famous Gibb River Road, visit the spectacular Bungle Bungles, and swim
with the Whale Sharks on our amazing Pilbara Ningaloo Broome Tour. Stay on remote
station homesteads to experience outback life, take a helicopter flight over otherwise
inaccessible scenery, walk along beautiful isolated beaches, and enjoy sensational sunsets
over the red dirt of the Pilbara.
We also oﬀer overnight and day tours to iconic places such as Margaret River and Esperance,
as well as seasonal wild flower tours. Tailored tours are our specialty and we can cater to your
particular interests, taking you to some very special places, oﬀ the beaten track, with local
experts, so you can see and experience more of Western Australia.
All this whilst travelling in a luxury 4WD vehicle, with a maximum of six like-minded travellers,
staying in top quality comfortable accommodation.
Map ref: A5/N2
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Australia's
Accessible Outback

Australia's magnificent outback is closer than you might think. A direct flight from
Perth takes you to the Kimberley, a vast expanse of thundering waterfalls, diamond
mines, eerie rock formations and golden beaches. A half-day's drive north of
Adelaide brings you to the Flinders Ranges, where you can cycle along hundreds

El Questro Homestead & Wilderness Park

Gawler Ranges Wilderness Safaris

– A member of Luxury Lodges of Australia, El Questro Homestead oﬀers uncompromising luxury
in stark contrast to the rugged Kimberley landscape

– "Outback to the Sea" showcases an amazing diversity and profusion of wildlife rarely seen
elsewhere in Australia

Found on the eastern perimeter of The Kimberley region and easily accessed by air or road,
El Questro Wilderness Park's almost one million acres showcase a phenomenal diversity of
landscape, from broad tidal flats and rugged sandstone gorges to rainforest pockets.

The Gawler Ranges region of South Australia is wildly beautiful outback country, boasting
contrasting colours of red sands and rocky gorges, blue skies, and the glistening white of
massive Lake Gairdner.

Perched on a cliﬀ top with vistas of one of the prettiest locations on the Chamberlain River,
The Homestead is a relaxed retreat catering to a maximum of 18 guests, and provides the
highest standards of service and cuisine. Wherever you decide to dine, it will almost always
be under a spectacular canopy of stars.

This is also one of the few places where three large species of macropod marsupials can be
seen together. Emus are common and 140 species of birds inhabit the area, while spring is
brilliant with wildflowers. With wild koalas at Mikkira Station, and sea lions and dolphins at
Baird Bay, almost all Australian wildlife is covered.

Map ref: B8/K2

Map ref: D3/N1

The Ghan
– Australia's all-inclusive rail experience crosses the magnificent Red Centre
The Ghan, travelling between Adelaide and Darwin in both directions, oﬀers an iconic threeday, two-night journey through the very heart of Australia via Alice Springs. Alternatively,
travel southbound during August through October to experience our four-day Ghan
Expedition journey, with extended touring in Alice Springs and a full day of touring in
Coober Pedy. Inclusive of on-train meals and beverages and oﬀ-train excursions when you
travel in the comfort of platinum or gold service, the experience is like no other.
Travel through the lush tropics of the Top End, entering the world of Australia's now
accessible outback. Cross the deep red earth of Central Australia via Alice Springs and past
the magnificent Flinders Ranges and sand dunes of the south. Experience the essence of
Australia and explore as much or as little as you like.
Map ref: D6/N2

of kilometres of mountain trails or take a 4WD desert safari. Canoe, hike, camp or
fish in Nitmiluk National Park, famed for its magnificent gorges and fascinating
Aboriginal heritage. Or travel from Adelaide to the Red Centre or Darwin aboard
The Ghan – stopping en route for any number of whistle-stop tours.

Rawnsley Park Station, Flinders Ranges

Apollo Trailfinder

– The Eco-villas and Homestead provide the perfect base for exploring South Australia's rugged
Flinders Ranges

– Discover your own Australia in an Apollo Trailfinder

The one and two-bedroom eco-villas, accessed by road or air, are set on a secluded, elevated
site with 360-degree views of Wilpena Pound and the surrounding ranges, and are within
easy reach of the station's facilities. Stylish and contemporary, the villa bedrooms have
retractable fabric ceilings and roof skylights to view the stars at night.
In addition to accommodation, Rawnsley Park Station oﬀers a range of unique touring
options and activities, from full and half day tours, to a sunset 4WD tour, scenic flights over
Wilpena Pound, guided bush-walks and mountain bike trails. The Woolshed restaurant is
open for dinner daily.
Map ref: D6/M6

Experience Australia’s vast and dramatic landscapes from behind the wheel of an Apollo
Trailfinder. Ideal for adventurous couples seeking the ease of a compact vehicle, the
Trailfinder has been built to handle Australia’s tough outback conditions.
The Trailfinder has a comfortable and spacious driver’s cabin, internal fridge and freezer
and one cozy double bed as well as a lower single bed. Outdoor cooking facilities, sink and
awning allow for that great Aussie Outback experience. Enjoy eﬀortless oﬀ-road touring at
its best with Apollo Motorhome Holidays.
Map ref: C5/K1
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Bullo River Station

Arkaba

– A Top End cattle station in the classic mould

– One of the most beautiful outback properties in Australia

On the East Kimberley’s hot, thirsty plains, with over 490,000 acres and 8,000 Brahman-cross
cattle, this is a place where rivers are home to lurking crocodiles, rugged hills are inscribed
with Aboriginal rock art, wild buﬀalo roam free and stock skills are still very much alive.

Arkaba is also a 60,000 acre private wildlife conservancy that is shared by just 10 guests,
with its craggy sandstone bluﬀs and dry creek beds lined with River Red Gums creating a
quintessential Australian scene.

There is no such thing as a typical day at Bullo River Station. The friendly and capable team
customizes guests’ activities each day. Enjoy fishing for the famous barramundi, horse riding,
4WD tours, quad biking, cattle mustering and helicopter tours. Relax at the homestead and
retire to your purpose-built accommodation at the end of each thrilling day.

The five en-suite bedroom 1850s Arkaba homestead has been tastefully restored in line with
property’s pioneering story and in tune with Wild Bush Luxury’s understated yet cleverly
up-cycled Australian style. Hosted dinners and sharing stories with field guides and fellow
guests provide an atmosphere more akin to staying with friends in the country, or a private
safari lodge, than a typical luxury hotel.

Map ref: C2/K2

Map ref: D6/M5
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Aussie Rural Life

Explore a seemingly endless rural station on horseback. Learn to rope cattle or shear
a sheep. And raise a glass of fine wine to a sunset like none you've ever seen before.
This is the authentic outback, and you have the privilege of sharing this worldfamous countryside with some of the hardy, welcoming people who have made it
their home for generations. Enjoy warm, luxurious hospitality on an Australian
homestead, along with hearty meals prepared from the produce of the land.

Spicers Hidden Vale
– Set on a 11,984-acre working farm amid rolling hills and lush bushland
Just one hour south-west of Brisbane, Spicers Hidden Vale oﬀers a quintessential outback
Australian farm experience. The early 1900s property is centred on the charming original
homestead, which has a storied history.
Located in the homestead, Cotton’s Restaurant is a classic fine dining experience specializing
in Australian country fare. It oﬀers an intimate, relaxing atmosphere and an innovative,
award-winning menu with a superior wine list. The retreat's sommelier works with the
chef to ensure that the food and wine complement one another to create an unforgettable
dining experience.
Elsewhere on the property, choose a peaceful escape or an action-packed adventure. Take
part in some of the many activities on oﬀer, including 4WD tours, horse-riding, bushwalking,
mountain-biking, archery, laser-shooting, swimming and tennis. You can even hang out
with a chicken, goose, goat or alpaca in the animal nursery, or spot a local kangaroo. Seeking
something more opulent? Enjoy a professional massage, facial or body treatment at the
on-site day spa.
Map ref: F6/M1

Prairie Hotel Parachilna
– Parachilna has an oﬃcial population of just two (seasonally adjusted), but its remoteness is one of the endearing aspects of this memorable hotel
The Prairie Hotel Parachilna is truly an oasis on the edge of the outback and the famous Flinders Ranges, surrounded by some of the most
ancient and fascinating rock formations on Earth. From the hotel, you can enjoy magnificent views of both the ranges and the vast red
desert plains sweeping toward Lake Torrens. Inside the hotel, you will find great character, charm and creature comforts, topped oﬀ with
superb cuisine and astounding artwork. All of this is still only 30 minutes' drive from the famous Parachilna and Brachina gorges of Flinders
Ranges National Park.
First licensed in 1876, the front of the hotel was completed in 1906. Jane and Ross Fargher took sole ownership of the property in 1994 and
have merged the old with the new to create a stunning new dimension of outback hospitality.
The Farghers are one of the original pastoral families in the area and also own the neighbouring Nilpena Station, a fully-functioning cattle
station. Fargher Air provides guests with a bird's-eye view of scenic ranges, magnificent sand dunes and the vast Lake Torrens, with options
to fly to Lake Eyre and beyond. Another option is to simply sit back and relax, watching the light play on the ranges and plains, then perhaps
enjoy a Fargher Lager on the veranda while watching a Parachilna sunset. Parachilna is fast gaining a reputation as the Ediacara Capital of the
World. A specially constructed plinth, adjacent to the Prairie Hotel, displays some of the earliest forms of life.
While traversing the countryside, retrace the footsteps of Australia’s pioneers, visit nearby copper mines and local stone ruins, hunt for fossils
and gain insights into the lives of the local Aboriginal people. Meet the local characters who make the Outback their home. Try the legendary
feral foods and native cuisine that have made the hotel distinctive.
Map ref: D6/M5
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Prairie Hotel Parachilna
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Daintree Dreaming

Nitmiluk Chalets

Guurrbi Tours

This tour combines real Aboriginal cultural
experiences with the stunning pristine
natural beauty of World Heritage-listed
Daintree National Park. Your day includes
a coastal and mangrove walk – where you
will learn to hunt and gather in a traditional
way – a guided walk of Mossman Gorge,
lunch by the gorge and a traditional
Aboriginal art class which you will leave
with your own handmade souvenir.

Enjoy Nitmiluk Gorge in the Top End, a
spectacular maze of waterways sculpted
from sandstone over countless millennia.
Uniquely positioned right at the entrance
to the gorge and just metres from the
departure point for touring vessels, relax
in your comfortable, self-contained one
or two bedroom chalet. See wildlife from
your balcony and cool oﬀ in the pool after
your days of outback adventure.

– Experience Tropical North Queensland through the eyes of the people who have been its
custodians for tens of thousands of years

Map ref: E5/K2

Map ref: C5/K1

Aboriginal Country

Join Nugal-warra Elder, Willie Gordon who gives you an amazing insight into Aboriginal
society and will have you thinking about your own relationship with the land and how the
lores of his people can apply to us. The Rainbow Serpent Rock Art Tour will take you through
a dramatic landscape to six rock art sites, including an ancestral Birth Cave where Willie's
grandfather was born, in stunning countryside high in the hills above Cooktown. Here he
shares the stories behind the art and explains how the paintings speak of the essence of life
and the lores of his people. Includes an estimated 30-minute bush walk.
Map ref: E5/K1

Immerse yourself in the oldest continuous culture on the planet, dating back up
to 150,000 years, by discovering the art, dance and music of Australia's Aboriginal
people. Sample bush tucker – indigenous foods like kangaroo, crocodile, emu, bush
tomatoes, lemon myrtle and pencil yams. Experience a traditional campfire meal,

Nabilil Dreaming Sunset Dinner Cruise

Cicada Lodge

– Just 300 kilometres south of Darwin lies Katherine and the spectacular Nitmiluk Gorge

– Authentic Aboriginal experiences form one of the world’s oldest living cultures

Experience the jewel in the crown of cruises on Nitmiluk Gorge. Cruise slowly through the
Gorge on a sunset dinner cruise.

There is a wealth and diversity of cultural tourism products on oﬀer in Western Australia,
and a growing range of authentic Aboriginal tourism experiences becoming increasingly
accessible to visitors.

Watch as the cliﬀ faces of the gorge change colour with the setting sun, as the day fades
and the beauty of the Northern Territory's night skies take over. Listen to the ancient stories
of creation and enjoy the serenity of the gorge by candlelight whilst enjoying a delicious
three-course dinner featuring quality local Australian cuisine, prepared by the on-board
chef. Standard 2 gorge cruise also available throughout the day.
Map ref: C3/J7

Opportunities to interact and learn about this fascinating culture can be tailored to suit a
range of holiday options, from the luxury city stay to the oﬀ the beaten track adventure. For
those seeking a more in-depth experience, there are visits to Aboriginal communities and
sacred sites. WAITOC - Western Australian Indigenous Tourism Operators Council represents
over 50 Aboriginal Tourism Operators in Western Australia.
Map ref: C4/J7

WAITOC

Wandjina Tours

There is a wealth and diversity of authentic Aboriginal tourism experiences
becoming increasingly accessible for visitors to Western Australia. Opportunities
to interact and learn about this fascinating culture can include 4wd adventure,
camping, cultural guided walks, bush foods and medicine, mud crabbing, spear
fishing, visits to Aboriginal communities, sacred sites, rock art, galleries and
cultural centres.

Experience a unique blend of eco and
cultural tourism with the Worrorra saltwater
people of the Kimberley coast. During
your, our Aboriginal guides will share our
Wandjina culture on a special journey to
our amazing rock art and cultural sites, you
can go whale watching, fishing, check out
the spectacular wildlife and waterfalls of
Montgomery Reef or go cruising along the
coast to a secluded, picnic beach.

WAITOC – Western Australian Indigenous Tourism Operators Council represents
over 50 Aboriginal Tourism Operators in Western Australia. For more information,
visit www.waitoc.com

Map ref: B3/K5

Uptuyu Aboriginal
Adventures
Our award winning Uptuyu Adventures are
staged in the Kimberley Region – one of the
world's last pristine wilderness frontiers. We
are passionate about sharing an insight into
our Aboriginal Kimberley in a remote and
intimate setting. Tour options include selfdrive wilderness camp packages, one day and
extended tours in small groups of up to five
guests and for larger groups by arrangement.
Map ref: B1/K7

as elders mesmerize you with traditional creation stories. Tour remote rock art
sites with a local Aboriginal guide who can explain every brushstroke and symbol.
Visit sacred places such as the Uluru and learn their ancient histories. Discover the
authentic soul of this timeless and beautiful land.
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Wula Guda Nyinda
Eco Adventures

Kimberley Dreamtime
Adventure Tours

Koomal Dreaming –
WAITOC

Kooljaman at Cape
Leveque – WAITOC

Explore the cultural ties of the local
Nhanda and Malgana Aboriginal People
to Gutharraguda (Shark Bay). From ‘Red
Sand’ to ‘White Sand Country’ and the
pristine 'Blue Waters', there are a variety
of kayaking, 4wd and other (short or
extended) eco tours, each with its own
unique adventure component where no
stone is left unturned in exploring this
remarkable World Heritage Region.

KDAT oﬀer 2 and 3 Day Cultural Tours,
Bush Adventures and tailored tours to
Nyikina Mangala Country in the West
Kimberley. Our local Aboriginal guided
tours can include camel treks, bush walks,
visits to local fishing and swimming spots,
learning about traditional medicine, bush
foods, flora, fauna, ancient sites and the
Aboriginal laws and customs that are still
in use today.

Josh (Koomal) oﬀers a range of cultural based
tours, extending visitors an opportunity
to experience traditional Wardandi and
Bibbulmun country in the iconic Margaret
River region. Interactive experiences include
tasting bush tucker (foods), learning about
bush medicine and meeting the animals,
plants and Dreaming spirits that have enriched
the lives of the Wardandi and Bibbulmun
people since the beginning of time.

Nestled on the pristine coastline at the
northern tip of the Dampier Peninsula,
with stunning white sand beaches
stretching out on either side – this unique
Wilderness Camp oﬀers a variety of
accommodation and camping options
and a wide range of activities, including
snorkelling, fishing, mud crabbing, bush
tucker tours, boat tours, whale watching,
bird spotting and cultural tours.

Map ref: A2/M3

Map ref: B3/K6

Map ref: A5/N5

Map ref: B2/K5
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Premier Travel Tasmania

Oceania Tours & Safaris - Private Great Ocean Road

– Refined encounters with nature

– Explore one of the most spectacular coastal drives in the world

Experience World Heritage-listed wilderness, rugged mountains, temperate rainforests,
pristine white sandy beaches, native wildlife, engaging history and fine food and wine
throughout Australia’s island state with Premier Travel Tasmania. This specialist tour operator
has a highly experienced team of tour co-ordinators and local expert guides.

Enjoy an exclusive animal encounter to see koalas and kangaroos in the beautiful settings
of a Eucalyptus Forest Walk away from the crowds at the Great Ocean Ecolodge. This place
is dedicated to the conservation of the local flora and fauna and your visit is helping to
support their work.

Join a five-day "Icons", seven-day "Tasmania’s Inspiring Wilderness" or eight-day "Tasmanian
Wildlife Encounter" premium small-group tour to share your experiences with like-minded
travellers or enjoy a "personalized private journey" designed around your unique interests,
providing you with the flexibility and exclusivity to experience Tasmania exactly as you wish.

A private tour will give you more time for more regular photo stops along the way to make
the most of the views of the Southern Ocean. Visit the spectacular Twelve Apostles and Loch
Ard Gorge. Morning tea and lunch are included. Scenic helicopter flight and overnight stay
at the Great Ocean Ecolodge also are available.

Map ref: E6/O3

Map ref: D8/N6

Exclusive Touring

Hidden Secrets
Private Tours

Your holiday is never as long as you would like, so why waste a moment of it wrestling
with maps, flipping through guidebooks and trying to guess which sights to see?
Leave all that to knowledgeable local guides and you'll have more time to enjoy the
rich diversity of Australia – whether you're interested in the cosmopolitan delights of
Sydney, boutique wineries or wilderness enclaves. Join a small group tour – limited to
just a few lucky guests – or arrange a private, tailor-made trip for your party alone.

Flinders Chase Focus

With a private tour, your itinerary can
be finalised on location, and changed
on a whim. Enjoy the laneways of
inner Melbourne, visit wonderful local
restaurants, and hear of life today and
before. A shorter personalized overview
is ideal for those who are keen to explore
more themselves. Insider knowledge can’t
get simpler than this. Enjoy a tour as well
as a the expertise of personal concierge!

This full day share tour explores Flinders
Chase National Park, home to a range
of wildlife such as kangaroos, wallabies,
goannas, echidnas, koalas and many
birds. Visit Remarkable Rocks, huge
granite rocks carved from the wind, rain
and salt from the Southern Ocean. See
Admirals Arch, a spectacular rock arch
and the fur seals lazing on the rocks
below. Enjoy an elegant picnic lunch in
the bush featuring local produce.

Map ref: E5/N6

Map ref: D5/N4

AEA Luxury Tours
– Spend time in fabulous first-class luxury with AEA Luxury Tours
For over 25 years, AEA Luxury Tours has been providing complete luxury small group touring packages across Sydney and New South Wales,
continually setting the benchmark for first-class itineraries, guides and vehicle comfort. Whether it is visiting the major icons of Sydney city,
escaping to the World Heritage-listed Blue Mountains or sampling the finest wine and food in Australia’s oldest wine region, the Hunter Valley,
you can be sure of seeing the best that New South Wales has to oﬀer.
Catering for individual, family, and group travellers, all tours are run in luxury small group vehicles with the most experienced and knowledgeable
guides. Not only do guests benefit from a highly personalized service, travelling in a smaller vehicle also enables visits to the more remote
destinations, and smaller groups also mean more time spent in each region. Guests truly 'experience’ the regions of New South Wales rather
than just ‘seeing’ them, and enjoy added inclusions unique to AEA Luxury Tours.
For travellers looking for an entirely exclusive experience, the Diamond Series division specializes in premium luxury charters. It oﬀers a range
of itineraries, including private tours of Sydney, the Blue Mountains, the Hunter Valley, Port Stephens, the South Coast and the beautiful
outback and Snowy Mountain regions of New South Wales. These tours provide complete freedom and flexibility and can be tailored to suit
the specific interests of each guest.
Map ref: F4/N1
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AEA Luxury Tours

QT Port Douglas
– A vibrant resort boasting fun, quirky design and delicious food and bar experiences
Nestled among the lush tropical surroundings of beautiful Port Douglas and located only
55 minutes from Cairns Airport, QT Port Douglas is an excellent location from which to
explore the Great Barrier Reef and Daintree Rainforest.
Just minutes from the township of Port Douglas and Four Mile Beach, the resort features
a range of chic hotel rooms, including spacious one and two bedroom apartments. QT
Port Douglas is also home to an interactive marketplace-style restaurant, a hip cocktail bar,
a lagoon-style pool, a day spa and, in the winter months, a moonlight cinema.
Map ref: E5/K3
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Great Barrier Reef

One of the world’s seven natural wonders, spread over 115,830 square miles, the Great
Barrier Reef is an ecosystem of unsurpassed beauty and diversity. Dive, snorkel or
cruise the reef and revel in astonishingly clear waters alive with colourful coral and
marine animals. Gasp in awe as playful clownfish, brilliantly hued butterfly fish and

Coconut Grove Port Douglas

Pullman Palm Cove Sea Temple Resort & Spa

– Tropical North Queensland’s newest and most impressive interpretation of luxurious
Port Douglas accommodation

– Explore Tropical North Queensland’s Great Barrier Reef from this impressive deluxe resort

In cosmopolitan Macrossan Street, just 140 metres from magnificent Four Mile Beach, you
can enjoy divine views of rainforest mountains in absolute privacy from a choice of 33
glamorous vacation apartments. Each comes complete with its own outdoor entertaining
area, extending seamlessly from the sophisticated living area. It's so self-contained, you
will never want to leave.

Located on beachfront at the southern end of Palm Cove, Pullman Palm Cove oﬀers an
amazing selection of Asian-inspired, beautifully detailed studios and one, two and three
bedroom apartments with the upgrade option of a luxurious private plunge pool or
rooftop terrace.

The ultimate indulgence awaits when you opt for a rooftop or level-one apartment
incorporating its very own plunge pool, spa and outdoor entertaining facilities.

Resort guests enjoy access to a first-class day spa, so you can drift into bliss and restore and
revive yourself. Soak up the lifestyle by enjoying a cocktail overlooking the central lagoon
pool before taking a sunset walk on the beachfront. Here is the serenity you've been looking
for in a paradise you will love.

Map ref: E5/K3

Map ref: E5/K3

Cod Hole & Coral Sea Dive Expeditions
– Dive head first into an experience of a lifetime
Spirit of Freedom oﬀers scuba diving experiences along the remote far northern coast of
Queensland and into the oceanic wilderness of Australia’s Coral Sea. Live-aboard expeditions
of three to seven days duration travel to the world-renowned dive destinations of the Cod
Hole, Ribbons Reefs and Osprey Reef. Here you can encounter sharks, manta-rays, potato cod
and an incredible range of tropical marine life.
During the months of June and July you can swim with dwarf minke whales. Abundant coral
reefs range from the picturesque shallow gardens of the Ribbon Reefs to the 1000-metre
walls of the volcanic atolls of the Coral Sea.
Often cited as Australia’s largest and most comfortably appointed dive vessel, the 37-metre
cruiser oﬀers spacious guest accommodations, the latest navigation and scuba technology,
gourmet meals and exceptional service. Low-level flights on selected tours provide an aerial
view of the Great Barrier Reef. Locally owned and operated in Cairns, the company has been
providing dive experiences for nearly 30 years.
Map ref: E5/K3

schools of tiny damselfish dart around your toes as you swim. Follow a sea turtle as it
appears to ‘fly’ with beats of its flippers over the colourful coral below. Feel your cares
melt away in the warmth of the tropical sun. At night, unwind in a secluded, five-star
resort where you'll even hear the whispering surf in your dreams.

Lizard Island
– Consistently ranked as one of the best luxury resorts in the world, Lizard Island draws a
privileged few
Fly from Cairns to Lizard Island. Your surrounds are 24 powdery white-sand beaches and
a glimmering turquoise sea teeming with marine life. Step oﬀ the beach onto the Great
Barrier Reef, one of the wonders of the world. Internationally renowned for its scuba diving,
including the famous Cod Hole, and some of the best game fishing in the world, the tropical
north reef awaits adventurers.
Seeking a slower pace? Enjoy yourself equally with a gourmet picnic for two on one of the
island’s many secluded beaches or an indulgent treatment in the award-winning Azure Spa.
With world-class dining included, refined accommodation and impeccable service, Lizard
Island is a luxurious getaway rivalled by few places on earth. As the resort has only 40 rooms
and suites, privacy and intimacy are assured. Lizard Island is the island of choice for those in
the know. A member of Luxury Lodges of Australia.
Map ref: E5/K1
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qualia, Hamilton Island
– A true sanctuary where everything has been meticulously considered to relax the mind, yet completely spoil the senses
qualia is nestled neatly into the northern tip of Hamilton Island, surrounded by the beauty of the Great Barrier Reef. Its distinctive Australian
style, secluded location and intuitive service combine to make it a world-class luxury resort. Each of the 60 pavilions boasts postcard views
of the Whitsundays and either a private sun deck or plunge pool. The qualia Beach House, with its generous space, private lap pool and
guesthouse, is the ultimate hideaway.
Within qualia, two exclusive restaurants serve exquisitely fresh local produce. You can also find peace in your favourite pastime. Go for a bush
walk, refresh yourself in one of the two serene pools, read a book in the library or sip a cocktail by the bar.
qualia guests' health and wellbeing is top of mind, with complimentary naturopathy information sessions and fitness classes provided on-site.
Spa qualia oﬀers rejuvenating anti-stress, anti-ageing, detoxifying and cleansing treatments. It also features an outdoor Vichy shower, steam
room, and yoga and meditation pavilion.
Beyond qualia, the state-of-the-art Yacht Club is another focal point for fine dining on Hamilton Island. Their signature restaurant Bommmie
features modern Australian cuisine that aims to compliment the sublime beauty surrounding you.
qualia is easily accessible, with direct flights to Hamilton Island from Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Cairns. A member of Luxury Lodges of
Australia.
Map ref: F1/K8
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Luxury Island Resorts

qualia, Hamilton Island

Run away from the mundane world to an idyllic setting of turquoise waters and sugarsand beaches, where thoughtful hoteliers have created luxurious escapes to cater to
your every holiday whim. Enjoy a soothing massage on a floating bed in a tranquil cove.
Paddle a sea kayak or cut a glittering arc across the water on a wakeboard. Polish your
culinary skills with a cooking class, or simply enjoy luscious cuisine created by skilled
chefs. At these amazing island resorts, few dreams are impossible.

One&Only Hayman Island
– In the heart of the Great Barrier Reef presents astonishing natural beauty, indulgence and adventure
Australia’s iconic private island resort is located oﬀ the coast of Queensland, nestled at the northernmost point of the Whitsunday archipelago,
beyond verdant cliﬀs reaching into endless sky. Within this private island resort, stylish elegance reflects the harmony of nature with beautifully
appointed accommodation set against the backdrop of the Coral Sea. Discover endless opportunities to delight the senses in a place where
the beauty of nature inspires each day.
Relish in spectacular dining experiences, surrender to a signature Ocean Dreaming Massage, explore private beaches and immerse yourself in
underwater adventures. One&Only Hayman Island is an unique destination of discovery set in one of the seven wonders of the natural world –
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef. Restaurants and bars have rare character, with imaginative cuisines and fantastic vintages from the region and around
the world. World-class chefs create the perfect ambience from a tasting menu surrounded by the rainforest grove to laidback grills beside the pool.
With direct access to the Great Barrier Reef and world-famous Whitehaven Beach, exhilarating helicopter and seaplane tours, diving, snorkelling
and fishing adventures are the gateway to the natural riches of the reef. Marvel at the shades of a thousand diﬀerent shimmering fish –
like the yellow tailed fusiliers that brush close enough to touch your eyelids. Water sports include water-skiing, kayaking, catamaran sailing,
windsurfing and paddle skiing.
KidsOnly provides children with the opportunity to explore a private island paradise. Activities include reef ranger outings, fish feeding, beach
games and evening nature walks. One&Only Spa oﬀers an immersion of total tranquillity with indulgent treatments, while wellness facilities
include the One&Only Fitness Centre featuring Bodyism.
Map ref: F1/K8
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One&Only Hayman Island

Orpheus Island
– Located amidst the magical waters of the Great Barrier Reef
Orpheus is a secluded island hideaway accommodating just 28 indulged guests. Access
is either via a 30-minute helicopter journey from Townsville or a 90-minute journey
from Cairns.
Orpheus showcases a plethora of once in a lifetime experiences. Its principal dive sites boast
1,100 of the 1,500 species of fish on the reef; the local waters are a fisherman's playground
and home to the most sought after reef fish species in the world.
Guests can take the helm of a motorized dingy, complete with gourmet picnic hamper and
discover the many pristine coves that fringe Orpheus or they can succumb to an unique
indigenous-inspired treatment at the Gwandalan Day Spa. Not to be missed is the signature
'Dining with the Tides' experience, an intimate degustation dinner for two under a starlit
canopy on the island’s jetty.
Accommodation rates include all gourmet meals, a selection of Australian wines and beers, a
daily Orpheus experience (snorkelling, fishing, island cruise) and use of the water equipment.
Map ref: E7/K5
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Unique Island
Hideaways

Dotted along Australia’s seemingly endless coastline are islands that oﬀer sweet
indulgence and a respite from everyday cares. Feel your shoulders relax and your mind
stop racing when you first discover a beach that is yours alone. On an island, life slows
down, leaving you time to take a deep breath and enjoy the paradise that surrounds you.

Cocos Keeling Islands

Christmas Island

– Australia's island getaway located in the remote Indian Ocean, oﬀering a true paradise experience

– Nature's playground as you’ve never seen it before

The Cocos Keeling Islands are Australia's unspoiled paradise, lying in the azure waters of the
Indian Ocean, kissed by the sun and caressed by fragrant trade winds. Oﬀering spectacular
snorkelling, world-class diving, excellent fishing and the adrenalin-rush of kitesurfing, the
Cocos Keeling Islands are also a deeply tranquil vacation location.

Christmas Island is one of nature's most impressive feats, an island full of natural wonders:
from the unique annual red crab migration to rare and unusual birds to incredible
snorkelling and diving and beaches where the only footprints in the sand are those made
by nesting turtles.

Relax on empty beaches, visit uninhabited islands by canoe, watch spectacular birdlife
or catch the ferry to Home Island and discover the culture and traditions of the Cocos
Malay people. Only two of the 27 islands are inhabited – the rest are waiting for you to
explore them.

With so many endemic species and two-thirds of the Island classified as a National Park, the
island is often referred to as the Galapagos of the Indian Ocean. Yet it also displays a curious
amalgam of cultures, history and industry, all merging as a place where these elements
create a truly unusual travel experience.

Map ref: A1/K3

Map ref: A1/K1

Capella Lodge, Lord Howe Island
– Surrender to barefoot luxury at idyllic Capella, Lord Howe's premium escape and a close-kept
secret among stylish insiders
Bordered by a reef-fringed lagoon, Lord Howe Island is a World Heritage-listed site boasting
an abundance of rare birds, plants and marine life. Celebrated as the pinnacle of luxury on
this enchanting sanctuary, Capella rests above romantic Lovers Bay and at the foot of the
towering mountain twins. An inspired architectural design welcomes spectacular views of
the ocean and volcanic peaks and a feeling of relaxed sophistication prevails throughout.
A short flight from Australia’s east coast transports guests to a fantasy island where
recreations span palm forest walks, relaxing on white-sanded beaches and exploring the
world’s southernmost coral reef.
Capella’s nine island-style suites are contemporary and light-filled and dining showcases
fresh regional produce. Inspired by the carefree spirit of the authentic Australian beach
house, yet oﬀering unforgettable "first-name" service, Capella is a paradise to be treasured.
Map ref: F8/M7

Marvel at the wildlife in these secluded places, from sea turtles and wallabies to koalas
and whales. Spend your days frolicking in the world’s greatest marine park. On land,
cycle quiet roads, go bird watching or play a leisurely game of tennis. Or simply sunbathe,
sleep and read, lulled into tranquillity by the warmth of the sun and gentle sea winds.

Arajilla Retreat, Lord Howe Island
– Nestled under a canopy of Kentia Palms and Banyan Trees, just behind Old Settlement Beach,
where the turtles come to swim
With just 12 suites, Arajilla is of intimate size yet oﬀers every amenity along with outstanding
personal service. Here is a a haven of tranquillity and relaxation for the lucky few. Lie on
a secluded beach, savour fine food and wine, and sit back and rediscover the fine art of
conversation as island life settles your soul.
At the award-winning Ayurvedic Spa, regain your sense of wellbeing and calm enjoying
soothing ancient Ayurveda techniques designed to promote relaxation and healing. Arajilla's
restaurant is renowned for its impeccable fine dining experience, and each evening you will
be treated to a tantalizing three-course dinner, using only the freshest local produce from
the property's own garden, as well as line-caught fish straight from the ocean.
Complimentary bicycles, snorkelling equipment and light fishing gear, beach towels, and
backpacks are all provided for guest use. You can also enjoy a game of golf, go for a bush
walk or mountain hike – experiences all in close proximity to your luxurious base.
Map ref: F8/M7
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Jungle Surfing Canopy Tours

Skyrail Rainforest Cableway

– Jungle Surfing Canopy Tours take you into the beating heart of the Daintree Rainforest

– A rainforest experience taking you on an unforgettable journey over and through Australia's
World Heritage-listed tropical rainforest

Imagine yourself on a guided ziplining experience through six tree platforms and the world's
first Human Hamster Wheel cable lift. This is nature's own spectacular high definition live
stream, with breathtaking views into the canopy, over the treetops, down to cascading
streams and out to the Great Barrier Reef.
The tour is fully guided with interpretive talks on each platform and the guides control your
flight throughout the tour so there’s no experience necessary. All equipment is provided
and the two-hour tour runs in all weathers with at least one hour up in the rainforest canopy.
Map ref: E5/K2
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Glide just metres above the canopy in Skyrail's comfortable gondola cabins, enjoying
spectacular views of the rainforest and Coral Sea. Two mid-stations, Red Peak and Barron Falls,
provide the opportunity to explore this ancient environment on ranger-guided boardwalk
tours and at the Rainforest Interpretation Centre. Upgrade to Skyrail’s new Diamond View
Gondolas. Be amazed by the spectacular tropical landscape and rainforest canopy through
Skyrail’s glass floor Diamond View Gondolas which oﬀer the unique perspective of looking
straight down from the treetops to the forest floor below.
Map ref: E6/K3

Tropical Rainforest

As dawn breaks over one of the world's oldest rainforests, a symphony of birdsong
swells. Parrots, lorikeets, fruit doves and catbirds may add their voices to the chorus.
That's just the beginning of a day in a nature-lover's oasis, where crocodiles snooze
in cool rivers and electric-blue Ulysses butterflies flit below a sun-dappled canopy of

Flames of the Forest
Dining Experience
Ignite your senses during this spellbinding
dining experience beneath the canopy
of the oldest rainforest in the world, only
ten minutes from Port Douglas. Feel the
wonder of this legendary place. Explore
the mysteries of time, discover Aboriginal
culture and savour stunning cuisine
in a dramatic candlelit setting in the
enchanted rainforest.
Map ref: E5/K3

Silky Oaks Lodge & Healing Waters Spa
– An oasis of elegance oﬀering an ultimate experience from which to explore Tropical North
Queensland
Spectacularly situated on the Mossman Gorge River, the eco luxury lodge is the ideal location
to appreciate the natural tropical environment with a choice of Treehouse accommodation,
all with individual and personalized touches. Relax and unwind at the Healing Waters Spa
with our pure Sodashi treatments which will impart a sense of wellbeing of spirit and mind
Activities are abundant. Explore the World Heritage-listed, Daintree National Park, where
fauna and flora abound. Wonder in the breathtaking beauty of the Great Barrier Reef, the
world’s largest reef.
Map ref: E5/K3

Daintree Eco Lodge & Spa

Thala Beach Nature Reserve

– Combining nature, nurture and culture in a pure rainforest environment

– Nestled in 143 acres of native forest on the doorstep of the Great Barrier Reef

Daintree Eco Lodge & Spa oﬀers quality accommodation, stunning cuisine with a native
twist, authentic Aboriginal culture and a world acclaimed day and wellness spa. Declared
the ‘most pampering Eco Lodge in the world', the lodge boasts 15 quality bayans, nestled
amongst the world’s oldest living rainforest, the Daintree World Heritage Rainforest. These
unique tree houses certainly make you feel like you are at one with nature, whilst enjoying
all the comforts you would expect of a boutique retreat.

Family-owned Thala is a private nature reserve located 15 minutes south of Port Douglas.
Sitting spectacularly atop the headland with breathtaking vistas, Thala provides an islandstyle vacation on the mainland and is well placed for exploring the Great Barrier Reef and
Daintree Rainforest.

This unique Daintree accommodation is an ideal haven to relax and explore the Great Barrier
Reef, Daintree Rainforest, Daintree River and Cape Tribulation areas.

Elevated on stilts, 83 eco designed timber bungalows are discretely concealed within the
forest canopy and blend in with the natural environment. Complimentary on-site activities
include a coconut odyssey, beach combing, stargazing at an outdoor observatory, wildlife
walks and bird watching tours led by passionate rangers.

Map ref: E5/K3

Map ref: E5/K3

tulip oaks and umbrella trees. Explore the rainforest by day on foot, by train or by cable
car. Inhale deeply of the scent of dew-wet ginger, jasmine and gardenias. Dine by night
in a romantic open-air tent. Sleep amid the splendour in an airy room, bungalow or
treehouse in an eco-friendly resort designed to help preserve a treasured wilderness.

Rose Gums Wilderness Retreat

Daintree Cape Tribulation 4WD Bloomfield Track Tour

– Explore tropical highland rainforest, its creeks and nine kilometres of walking tracks

– Enjoy a relaxing 4WD Eco-Accredited day tour in style

Rose Gums has advanced eco-tourism accreditation and is perched on 230 acres of tropical
rainforest bordering the World Heritage-listed Wooroonooran National Park. Nearby, you'll
find volcanic crater lakes and abundant wildlife including the unique platypus and more
than 160 bird species and, come evening, dine in the tree canopy restaurant "LEAF".

Climb aboard the custom-built high clearance 4WD vehicle (max 16 passengers). Travel
through magnificent World Heritage-listed Daintree Cape Tribulation Rainforest with Billy
Tea Safaris. Enjoy an hour-long cruise on the Daintree River viewing crocodiles and wildlife,
taking in spectacular views of where the Rainforest meets the Coral Sea. Feast on a gourmet
BBQ lunch and later, hand feed Kangaroos.

Retreat to your pole-and-timber treehouse, totally private and featuring a large spa bath,
cozy fireplace and balcony with stunning rainforest views. This cool tropical mountain
retreat oﬀers peace, relaxation and a genuine family welcome from your friendly hosts,
Jon and Peta.
Map ref: E5/K3

Swim in a freshwater mountain stream, have a cup of billy tea, a piece of Australian
damper and some of the region's exotic tropical fruits. Enjoy a guided elevated National
Park board walk, explore the infamous 4WD Bloomfield Track and enjoy a stroll along Cape
Tribulation Beach.
Map ref: E5/K3
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The Darling
– The Darling, The Star Sydney’s luxury boutique hotel & spa is a truly Sydney experience
With 171 chic rooms and suites, many with spectacular views of Sydney Harbour and
the City Skyline, The Darling oﬀers an infinity pool, luxury spa and gym and Sokyo; an
award-winning contemporary Japanese restaurant and bar. Lovingly detailed rooms are
sumptuously appointed and include floor to ceiling windows, integrated control system,
dual iPod docks, Nespresso machines and marble bathrooms with a full rain shower head
and luxury amenities.
From the signature scent that greets you upon arrival in the lobby to the distinctively 'Darling'
beds and Egyptian cotton bedding, no aspect of luxury is overlooked. A custom-designed
25-metre pool with its spacious terrace and nearby bar provides the ultimate in relaxation.
The Spa at The Darling oﬀers a gym, private treatment rooms, intimate couple’s suites, a
hamam and a level of pampering that is unparalleled.
The Darling is within walking distance to the CBD and located within The Star; Sydney’s
premier entertainment venue, with more than 20 restaurants, bars, cafes, luxury retail and
casino to explore.
Map ref: F4/N1
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Heritage, Arts and
Architecture

Australia may be a young country, but it has a complex history peopled with daring artists
and visionaries. Delve into these traditions at museums and galleries. Stroll through
The Rocks, the atmospheric neighbourhood on the edge of Sydney Harbour. And if
you're not content to merely observe Australia's architectural and artistic heritage, you
can enjoy it from the inside. Savour classic high tea on fine china in a rambling country
house or elegant urban setting, or enjoy a magnificent art collection in a landmark hotel.

The Langham Sydney

Chateau Yering Historic House Hotel

– The Langham Sydney, channelling true modern luxury

– Unwind in a Heritage-listed Victorian mansion beside the Yarra River, among lush gardens
dating back to 1854

At the recent unveiling of its much anticipated $30 million grand transformation in 2015, this
98-room hotel features the city’s largest guestrooms with signature balconies, terraces and
the choice of sweeping Western Harbour or Sydney city skyline views.

Combining history, sophistication and luxury in one of Australia’s finest wine-growing
regions, Chateau Yering Hotel in Victoria’s Yarra Valley represents true indulgence.

Featuring a hand-curated art collection by Sotheby’s in the grand foyer, Sydney’s most
renowned Day Spa, Afternoon Tea with Wedgwood, a truly immersive dining concept inside
Kent Street Kitchen and a renewed focus on local, luxury experiences; you are invited to
Sydney’s most exclusive address.

Just one hour’s drive from Melbourne, and situated on 250 acres, this magnificent property
oﬀers 32 luxury suites. It has hushed, stately rooms in which to enjoy a pre-dinner drink or
relax with a good book, as well as two award-winning restaurants – Eleonore’s fine dining
restaurant for dinner and Sweetwater Café for breakfast.

Map ref: F4/N1

Map ref: E5/N6

Soul Surfers Paradise
– Showcasing spectacular views from every angle and another level of luxury
With its white sand, turquoise ocean, tropical climate and cloudless skies, Surfers Paradise
is one of the world’s most idyllic coastal locations. Located in the centre of the multimillion-dollar foreshore redevelopment, the new Soul Surfers Paradise is a haven of
elegant sophistication. The décor features sleek modern furniture in restful neutral shades,
punctuated by hints of bright colour and pattern.
The spectacular 77-level tower houses elegantly appointed one, two and three-bedroom
apartments, as well as sub-penthouses all boasting uninterrupted ocean views. Soul Surfers
Paradise is also home to the award-winning Seaduction Restaurant and Bar.
Map ref: F6/M1

The Henry Jones
Art Hotel

Opera at the Sydney
Opera House

A row of historic warehouses and a former
jam factory on Hobart’s harbour have been
transformed into one of Australia’s first
dedicated art hotels. Most suites provide
waterfront views, and with more than 300
artworks, the award-winning hotel is a fusion
of culture, heritage and tradition. 56 rooms
and suites feature glass and stainless steel
bathrooms and magnificent sandstone walls.

A visit to Sydney Opera House is worth more
than just a photo outside. Sydney Opera
House was built for opera, so prepare for the
most impressive night you've ever had. Dress
up, have a glass of champagne overlooking
the harbour, and enjoy a performance
presented by Opera Australia. No matter what
kind of entertainment you're in the mood for,
there's always an opera to fit the bill.

Map ref: E7/O4

Map ref: F4/N1
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Grand Hyatt Melbourne

Crown Metropol Perth

– Come and discover a Melbourne icon

– Ultimate luxury in the heart of Perth

Grand Hyatt Melbourne is located on Collins Street, in the heart of Melbourne’s prestigious
shopping, dining and theatre precinct and within walking distance of main tourist attractions.
All 548 luxurious guest rooms, including 25 suites, feature a residential-style concept including
custom-made beds, Egyptian cotton linen and luxurious fabrics for a warm, relaxing mood.
Floor-to-ceiling windows in all rooms oﬀer breathtaking Melbourne city views.

On the banks of the famous Swan River, Crown Metropol oﬀers luxury accommodation
in central Perth, located within close proximity to the international and domestic airports
and only a short drive to the CBD. In King or Twin configuration, the Luxe Rooms oﬀer
42sqm of modern elegance with lush upholstery, premium quality linen, plush furniture
and well-appointed desk area and high-tech entertainment facilities. Separated by sliding
opaque screens, the stunning black and white bathroom boasts a separate shower and a
deep soaking bath. Discover some of the city’s best dining rooms and bars at Crown Perth.
With a long list of choices that encompasses everything from world-class fine dining
through to casual eateries.

The hotel boasts grand lobbies; an open show kitchen in the signature restaurant – Collins
Kitchen, arguably the largest hotel gym in the Southern hemisphere - City Club Health and
fitness centre which is open 24 hours and a luxury retail precinct.
Map ref: E5/N6
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City Chic Living

Quay West Suites
Melbourne
This deluxe apartment-style hotel is
located on the picturesque Southbank
promenade overlooking the Yarra River,
minutes from Melbourne’s city centre.
Each stylish suite features a spacious sitting
room and professionally stocked kitchen
and laundry. The 15-metre lap pool, spa,
sauna and gym ensure you stay relaxed
and energized, while the Jarrah Restaurant
and Bar oﬀers contemporary cuisine.
Map ref: E5/N6

Glossy rooftop bars overlooking glittering skylines. Hidden cafés serving fabulous
espresso. Secret arcades with unique treasures. Tiny boutiques proﬀering cuttingedge fashions, quirky jewellery and one-of-a-kind shoes. Sophisticated hotels with
a confident sense of style. Just steps from your front door, discover urban living
– restaurants, clubs and theatre. If these are the touchstones you seek when you
travel, you will be in your element in Australia.

Cafe Culture Walk

Lanes & Arcades Walking Tour

Melbourne’s laneways are breeding
grounds for cafés and tiny coﬀee shops,
if you know where to look. This small
group guided tour is perfect for any
caﬀeine fiend – wander through the
locals’ streets, savour sensational coﬀees,
indulge in the foodie scene and meet
the people who are setting Melbourne
city abuzz. What better way to get to
know Melbourne like a local?

– Join passionate local guides on a three-hour walking tour of mesmerising Melbourne

Map ref: E5/N6

Meander through beautiful lanes and arcades to discover local designers, quirky galleries
and specialty retailers. Learn a little about the city’s history while seeing well-kept secrets
that even many locals don’t know about.
On this small group tour, no stone is left unturned when it comes to showcasing Melbourne’s
food, art and fashion. A little history and attention to amazing architecture will inspire locals
and visitors alike. See more than 30 stores, then return to those you like best in the afternoon.
Make a day of it in marvellous Melbourne.
Map ref: E5/N6
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Cosmopolitan
Collection

Sophisticated Melbourne oﬀers endless amusements during the day, but at night, the
town takes on a whole new gloss, with of-the-moment bars, pumping nightclubs and a
high-rolling casino. The Crown Entertainment Complex is at the heart of the action and
features three sensational urban hotels. Start your evening with an unforgettable meal
at a fine dining restaurant, dance the night away in an exclusive club, then try your luck
at the glittering casino which never closes – before doing it all again the next night.

Crown Melbourne
– The Crown Entertainment Complex is set alongside the Yarra River in Melbourne’s vibrant
Southbank precinct, close to the CBD
The unrivalled location connects you to the best of Melbourne’s shopping, dining, sporting
and cultural precincts, including the Melbourne Arts Centre, Concert Hall, Melbourne
Recital Centre, National Gallery of Victoria, the Malthouse Theatre, the Australian Centre
for Contemporary Art, the Melbourne Exhibition Centre and the Maritime Museum. Crown
is home to three iconic award-winning hotels surrounded by restaurants, shopping,
entertainment and day spas.
The entertainment complex is the hub of Melbourne city life and includes a world-class
casino, luxury retail precinct, Melbourne’s grandest event spaces, theatres and performance
spaces, cinemas, high-end spas with leading fitness clubs and a plethora of dining options
from fine cuisine to cafes and fast food oﬀerings showcasing an array of international
cuisines, including Bistro Guillaume, Rockpool Bar & Grill and Nobu.
Renowned as one of the world’s finest hotels, Crown Towers oﬀers an atmosphere of
unmatched elegance and sophistication. With its extensive outdoor terrace featuring
stunning views of Melbourne’s CBD, the Crystal Club is an inviting and exclusive haven in
a secluded setting. Guests can unwind and enjoy the discreet and personalised service for
which Crown Towers is renowned.
Located within the opulent Crown Towers, Crown Spa is a tranquil retreat for the ultimate in
private pampering. Where life demands the exceptional, Crown Spa delivers a luxury retreat
for those who appreciate the finer things. For the ultimate Crown Spa experience, immerse
yourself in the private jacuzzi, steam room and Swiss shower before your treatment begins.
Bask in the benefits of our lavish Aqua Retreat including vitality pool, hammam, private
lounge area and 25 metre lap pool.
Redefine style at Melbourne’s most striking and sophisticated hotel. This urban oasis
combines stylish accommodation with contemporary luxury and features 658 designerinspired guest rooms. Indulge yourself at the signature restaurant, Mr Hive Kitchen & Bar or
be captivated by the luminous cityscape from 28 Skybar Lounge, the exclusive club lounge
that never fails to impress.
No visit to Crown Metropolis complete without indulging at ISIKA day spa. The ultimate
cosmopolitan retreat, ISIKA is an oasis for the soul in the midst of the city oﬀering luxurious
spa and relaxation areas, a stunning indoor pool and an unparalleled range of state-of-theart equipment in its studio with panoramic views.
Stylish, modern and relaxed, Crown Promenade oﬀers contemporary accommodation
featuring natural light, earthy tones with wood and stone finishes. To unwind after a busy
day, Mesh restaurant and Tonic bar are conveniently on site, or use the air bridge to connect
to Crown’s exciting restaurants, bars and entertainment. For wellbeing, The Deck pool and
fitness centre is a cool retreat to nurture mind, body and spirit.
Map ref: E5/N6
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Style, Design and
Interiors

Every so often, you come across a hotel that is more than just a place to rest your head.
These hotels are light years away from ordinary – oﬀering one-of-a-kind artworks,
retro lounges or penthouse apartments with private spas. Delight in the imagination
and verve these hoteliers have employed to create spaces that are unorthodox and
truly memorable. Let your hotel be an unforgettable introduction to Australia's
cutting-edge style. The country is bursting at the seams with creativity.

Art Series Hotel Group
– Experience a stay that's a little extraordinary with Art Series Hotel Group
Launched in 2009, the Australian owned and operated, Art Series Hotel Group is a
internationally recognised, multi-award-winning collection of four and five-star hotels.
Inspired by and dedicated to Australian contemporary artists, Art Series Hotel Group
oﬀers an hotel experience that is a little extraordinary. Located in the hottest art and
cultural hubs, the boutique hotels are found in Melbourne, Bendigo and Adelaide and
are the destination of choice for business or leisure. Creativity and innovation abounds in
Australia, you just have to know where to look – and stay.
Each of the six properties takes design inspiration from the namesake artists, infusing their
works and personality throughout the hotel to create a truly art-inspired experience. The
celebration of the artist and their work is complete with dedicated art channels, art libraries,
art tours and art utensils on hand for guests to embrace their creative side.
Combining personalized service and sophisticated style, Art Series Hotel Group properties
transcend the traditional hotel experience. All suites are appointed with the latest comforts
and technology with Art Series signature bedding to ensure the sweetest of sleeps. Glass
bottomed pools, private outdoor decking areas, state of the art gymnasiums, massive
communal spaces and boutique conference and events spaces complete the picture.
The Olsen - South Yarra, Melbourne: Elegant five-star suites infused with the lyrical works of
revered Australian artist Dr John Olsen.
The Cullen - Prahran, Melbourne: Daring and unique, The Cullen is inspired by and features
artwork by Australian contemporary artist Adam Cullen.
The Blackman - St Kilda Road, Melbourne: This contemporary, boutique St Kilda Road
accommodation is just a stone’s throw from Melbourne’s CBD.
The Watson - Walkerville, Adelaide: Set amongst the tree tops of leafy Walkerville and
overlooking the majestic Adelaide Hills, The Watson draws inspiration from Indigenous artist
Yannima Pirkarli Tommy Watson.
The Larwill Studio - Parkville, Melbourne: A stroll from Melbourne CBD and dedicated to the
lovable Australian artist David Larwill, the boutique hotel draws inspiration from his bright
and playful artworks.
The Schaller Studio - Bendigo, Regional Victoria: Drawing from the art and cultural overtones
of Bendigo, The Schaller Studio is inspired by Mark Schaller’s working studio.
Map ref: E5/N6, E4/N5, D6/N3
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Elements of Byron
– Barefoot Luxury, Nature all around
Byron Bay is a beautiful coastal destination and the first shoreline in Australia to welcome
the spectacular Pacific Ocean. Famed for its relaxed, creative vibe and incredible natural
beauty, it is now also home to the ultimate in barefoot luxury - Elements of Byron resort
& spa. 103 private, one and two bedroom beach villas nestle amidst 50 acres of absolute
beachfront paradise. The resort’s main pavilion takes its shape from a windswept dune and
houses Elements signature restaurant and bar, cascading through to the lagoon pool and
fire pit, and the spa beyond.
Located within the lush Northern Rivers Region of New South Wales, just south of
Queensland’s Gold Coast. International guests can fly directly into the capital city of Brisbane,
or the Gold Coast airport at Coolangatta, less than an hour away.
Perfect for unforgettable holidays, destination weddings and celebrations, with
accommodation options to suit couples, honeymooners, groups of friends travelling
together and families of all sizes. A must for foodies, adventure lovers and relaxation seekers
keen to experience the essential Australian beach and rainforest holiday.
Map ref: F6/M3
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Unique Places to Stay

Australia boasts an endlessly varied landscape: sunny ocean shores, great mountain
ranges, verdant rainforests, deep red gorges and sweeping stretches of outback. Is it
surprising, then, that it also oﬀers travellers an almost infinite variety of unique places
to stay? Follow your imagination and see where it takes you. You might find yourself in

Villa Howden
– The essence of the French countryside magically created 15 minutes South of Hobart on the
edge of the Huon Trail
Set on the picturesque and secluded shores overlooking North West Bay, Villa Howden
boasts five star elegance. The hotel accommodates the most discerning of travellers
year-round with its ten luxury suites located throughout the property. The rooms are
all unique, in a timeless décor with modern touches, equipped with every comfort and
furnished Parisian style.
Unique French architecture elements including doors, wrought iron balustrades and shutters
open out to lavender-filled manicured gardens. Enjoy the indoor heated swimming pool
with views out to the bay, complimentary on-site parking and WiFi.
The four-acre estate boasts the fine dining Bruni’s Restaurant, where guests savour the tastes
of the region. Talented chefs create unique dining experiences, from exquisite evening meals
and gourmet picnics to elegant weekend high teas.
When not out exploring the exhibitions at MONA or touring the picturesque beauty of the
Huon Trail, you can relax back and enjoy a beverage at the hotel's cozy Lounge, Piano Bar
or Library.
Map ref: E7/O4

Paperbark Camp

Spicers Sangoma Retreat

– Architect-designed, sustainable, luxury tented camp oﬀering a true escape from modern life

– Treat yourself and immerse your senses

Paperbark Camp is located near Jervis Bay, just over two hours’ drive south of Sydney. The
area boasts award-winning national and marine parks and is home to spectacular coastal
scenery, deserted white beaches with crystal-clear water and amazing marine life.

Cocooned by the natural serenity of the Blue Mountains of New South Wales, just an hour
from Sydney, you’ll find Spicers Sangoma Retreat. Aptly named after the Zulu word for healer,
Sangoma is a place where you’ll discover complete rejuvenation and true reconnection, set
amongst the Australian bush.

The African-inspired safari-style tents provide a cozy retreat, nestled among soaring gum
trees in pristine hand-cleared bushland. Canoes, kayaks and bikes are provided for exploring.
A highlight of any stay is a candlelit dinner in the Gunyah, a treetop dining room featuring
modern menus and excellent local produce. This is also the perfect place to spot resident
possums and sugar gliders.

As an eco-certified retreat, Spicers Sangoma Retreat features sauna facilities, infinity lap pool,
open plan lounge and five suites that capture the beauty of the natural surrounds, making it
an ideal setting for a luxurious Australian nature escape.
Map ref: F3/N1

Map ref: F3/N2

a luxury tent, an historic home, a romantic bungalow or villa, or a penthouse. Intimate,
secluded and special: those are just three of the words that describe these uncommon
places to unwind. Each is located in a setting just as remarkable as the property itself.
Your holiday is precious. Why not treat yourself to something extraordinary?

Kewarra Beach
Resort & Spa

The Byron at Byron
Resort and Spa

Nestled away from the crowd, yet close
to all the local attractions, oﬀering
beachfront privacy. Having protected the
thriving native habitat, Kewarra Beach
Resort & Spa reflects the very essence of
Australia’s tropics. Set discreetly around a
natural lagoon in stunning surroundings,
its spacious and elegantly appointed
bungalows each feature private balconies.

Be inspired by nature at The Byron at Byron
Resort and Spa. Set just back from Tallow
Beach at Byron Bay, within a stunning
44-acre subtropical rainforest, this multiaward-winning resort oﬀers a gentle
pace of life with a relaxed yet invigorating
atmosphere. Enjoy the warm welcome
and exceptional service, optional yoga
classes, fine dining and poolside drinks.
Relax at this truly idyllic hideaway.

Map ref: E6/K3

Map ref: F6/M1

Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary
– Find your self in the most rugged, wild and ancient part of the Flinders Ranges
Discover a 610 sq km sanctuary so special it is protected by its own Act of Parliament. An area
unique in its breathtaking scenery, geology, fauna and flora, this is a true outback Australian
wilderness in a class of its own. Don't miss the Ridgetop Tour where you will experience
stunning uninterrupted views of the colourful landscapes as the track winds its way skyward
over extreme terrain.
Our knowledgeable guides and expert drivers will bring the area to life, leaving you with a
better understanding of how nature’s elements interact to make this region like no other.
Enjoy comfortable motel rooms and all modern creature comforts back at the village.
Map ref: D7/M5
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North Star Cruises Australia
– Luxury adventure cruises around the Australian coastline aboard the adventure-cruise ship TRUE NORTH
Explore the magnificent Kimberley coast on the flagship Kimberley Wilderness Cruise and indulge in a panorama of rugged mountains,
spectacular gorges and majestic waterfalls. Discover the still-wild West Australian coast on the West Coast Explorer; visiting the Abrolhos
Islands, Ningaloo Reef and the marvellous Monte Bello Islands all in a single cruise. Other cruise options include the Coral Atoll Cruise to the
very exclusive Rowley Shoals and Sydney Rocks; savour a Christmas dinner with a diﬀerence, join the start of the Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race
or take the best seat in the house for the New Year’s Eve fireworks.
The TRUE NORTH is a member of the Luxury Lodges of Australia and is purpose-built to access wilderness areas that are beyond the reach
of larger ships. Cruise in a style more akin to that found in the world’s most exclusive hotels. Spacious cabins oﬀer modern décor, en-suites,
satellite telephones and in-cabin entertainment. Guest numbers are limited to 36 and an Australian crew of 20 chaperones every activity.
Dining on board is a casual yet sumptuous aﬀair. Signature meals include freshly caught barramundi – a revered sport fish equally regarded for
its eating qualities; or perhaps aged Angus beef or exquisite Australian lamb. "Heli-picnics" are an unforgettable way to enjoy a quintessential
Australian BBQ featuring a variety of seafood including freshly caught reef fish and pearl meat.
The TRUE NORTH is an Australian ship and is not required to exit territorial waters during domestic voyages, so extended periods at sea
are avoided and carefully crafted itineraries provide guests with maximum opportunity to experience the destination. The ship carries six
dedicated expedition boats and a helicopter - daily activities can include walks, fishing, snorkelling, diving, picnics, natural history and cultural
events. Experience the Australian wilderness in comfort and style.
Map ref: B1/K7
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Luxury Cruising

North Star Cruises Australia

Aboard an intimate cruise ship catering to just a few dozen privileged guests, you will
discover secret corners of Australia that few travellers ever see. Cruise along spectacular
gorges and through the spray of secluded waterfalls. Hunt for oysters, go mud-crabbing
or cast your line for barramundi. Dive or snorkel in crystalline waters, gobushwalking
on shore or take a sightseeing trip by helicopter. At sunset, sip a cool drink on deck and
share tales of the day with your fellow adventurers before enjoying a superb meal.

Great Escape Cruising
– Small group luxury adventure cruises along the Kimberley coast and Rowley Shoals
Journey through one of the world’s last great wildernesses and indulge in a truly relaxed voyage in style with just 14 privileged guests. Embark
on a fascinating journey of discovery and adventure with a welcoming and passionate crew committed to creating exceptional experiences,
prioritizing personalized service while ensuring your safety and comfort. This experience achieved finalist in the 2013 Best Australian Adventure
Experience category in the Australian Luxury Travel Magazine Gold List Awards.
On the Kimberley coast cruises, owners and captains Chris and Jeremy Tucker guide guests to remarkable landscapes of spectacular waterfalls,
towering gorges and secret fishing spots. Activities include mud-crabbing, bushwalking, touring ancient Aboriginal rock art galleries and
harvesting oysters. There are countless opportunities for intimate encounters with Australian wildlife along the way.
Alternatively, choose a Rowley Shoals snorkelling and diving cruise. The Rowley Shoals is a pristine and protected collection of coral atolls west
of Broome rising 440 metres from the ocean floor. Home to a mesmerizing 688 species of tropical fish and 233 varieties of coral decorating a
diverse array of diving environments - including lagoons canyons, coral gardens, thrilling high-speed drift channels and sheer outer reef walls
– this is one of the most exclusive and revered diving experiences in the world.
MV Great Escape is a 26-metre adventure catamaran. It has seven staterooms with queen-size beds, private en-suites and flat-screen realtime TVs with DVD players. The vessel has a spacious lounge area, indoor and outdoor dining, a cascading front deck with an eight-person
spa, a sprawling back deck and an upper deck. Three tenders transport guests on daily land excursions and optional helicopter tours are also
available. Gourmet cuisine freshly prepared on board by an award-winning chef showcases the flavours of the Kimberley.
Map ref: B1/K7
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Great Escape Cruising

Silversonic Dive & Snorkel Adventure
– Step aboard the ultramodern 29 metre dive and snorkel catamaran Silversonic
Get set for an exhilarating day of fun, discovery and adventure in the natural wonderland
of the Great Barrier Reef. An ideal day for small groups of adventure-minded people, you’ll
spend five hours visiting three spectacular sites at the renowned Agincourt Reef with each
site chosen for visual and ecological diversity. Enjoy unlimited snorkelling, introductory
diving for first time divers and up to three certified dives to explore spectacular coral
formations and underwater gardens awash with vibrantly coloured marine creatures. Learn
from expert crew with briefs at each site and an included guided snorkel tour.
A balance of adventure, comfort and style, the vessel features a state-of-the-art ride control
system for a smooth journey; sun decks, change rooms, air-conditioned lounges, a licensed
bar and hot freshwater showers and even free wi-fi onboard.
Map ref: E5/K3
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Adventures on Water

If there's a way to have fun on an ocean, lake or river, rest assured that Australians have
discovered it. Learn to surf frothing waves on iconic Bondi Beach. Cruise in an opulent
houseboat, where you can watch the sunset while enjoying fresh-grilled fish on your
deck. Explore the Great Barrier Reef from a state-of-the-art touring vessel, with crew
who know the reef like the locals they are. However you discover Australia's waters, sundrenched beaches and scenic rivers, one thing is certain: you will never forget them.

Ocean Spirit Michaelmas Cay Cruise
– Sail, relax, snorkel and dive!
Departing daily from Cairns, 32-metre luxury sailing catamaran Ocean Spirit, sets sail for a
day to remember at picturesque Michaelmas Cay’s unique Great Barrier Reef environment
where visitor numbers are limited. A vegetated sand cay encircled by a spectacular fringing
reef teeming with colourful marine life, it is also a bird lover’s delight and an important
protected sanctuary for migratory birds.
Snorkel directly from the beach in the cay’s protected shallow waters, cruise in the semisubmersible for a diver’s view of the reef, watch the fish feeding presentation and discover
the fascinating birdlife on the island.
For the more adventurous, experience the underwater delights of the reef with an exciting
introductory scuba dive or join the marine biologist for a guided snorkel tour. Or, if you prefer,
just relax and enjoy a leisurely day on the Great Barrier Reef. Homeward bound, enjoy a
complimentary sparkling wine under the sails. An informative marine biologist presentation,
delicious hot and cold buﬀet lunch, morning and afternoon teas are included in your day.
Map ref: E5/K3

Parachilna Sunset, Murray River Houseboat

Let's Go Surfing Bondi

– Spoil yourself aboard this luxurious vessel, a bold statement in style and comfort

– Do what the locals do at Bondi Beach

Parachilna Sunset provides a luxury houseboat experience specifically designed to appeal
to executives, couples and honeymooners. Moored with the experienced Unforgettable
Houseboats in Mannum, South Australia, Parachilna Sunset resembles a floating innercity apartment. Full-length panoramic windows give you uninterrupted water views and a
sense of total connection with the Murray River. Bi-fold café doors open to a spacious rear
sundeck with a sunken spa, while a retractable canopy opens so you can easily view the
amazing night skies. Two queen-size bedrooms feature timber-framed sliding doors that
open to generous ensuite bathrooms.

Experience adventure on the water at Sydney’s world-famous Bondi Beach. Catch the wave
of your dreams with a dedicated team of local surf instructors by your side. Many visitors
are surprised at how easy, safe and enjoyable learning to surf can be with Let's Go Surfing.

Map ref: D8/N2

With group, private and family lessons you can be sure to find a class that's right for you.
Lessons are tailored specifically to meet your needs and include all the equipment you need
to get up and riding. To really experience Bondi like a local, take the full tour from your hotel
to the beach. See why Bondi creates such a buzz with visitors from around the world.
Map ref: F4/N1
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Fraser Island

Australia’s
Nature Coast
Rainbow Beach
Great Sandy
National Park

Sunshine
Coast

Lake Cootharaba

Noosa North Shore
Noosaville Noosa Heads

Mooloolaba
Domestic Airport

Caloundra
Glasshouse
Mountains

Pumicestone
Passage

From the Glasshouse Mountains
just north of Brisbane to the
iconic Fraser Island –
Australia’s Nature Coast is a
destination spoilt by nature.
Australia’s Nature Coast
features two UNESCO
Biosphere Reserves; World
Heritage listed Fraser Island;
Lady Elliot Island the most
southern island on the World
Heritage listed Great Barrier
Reef; 47 State and National
Parks, Reserves and Forests,
over 124 miles of pristine
beaches, calm rivers
and waterways with
an abundance of birdlife.
Australia’s Nature Coast also
boasts more than one third of
Australia’s bird species, and
unspoilt habitats including
mangroves, wetlands,
rainforests and coastal heath.
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Kingfisher Bay Resort, Fraser Island
– Life's a beach on Fraser Island
World Heritage-listed Fraser Island is a must-see on any east coast itinerary. It is the world’s
largest sand island, has the world’s largest dune lakes and is the only place on earth where
rainforest grows in sand at 200-metre elevations. One of Australia's leading ecotourism
resorts is the perfect base for exploring the amazing natural environment of Fraser Island.
Kingfisher Bay Resort is surrounded by native bushland and overlooks the calm waters
of the Great Sandy Strait, oﬀering the choice of accommodation from resort hotel rooms
or self-contained two and three bedroom villas featuring private decks. Resort services
include three restaurants, bars, general store, swimming pools, the Natural Therapy Spa
and tennis courts.
Join a ranger-guided tour to explore the island, with fascinating bird and animals abound in
lush rainforests. Incredible freshwater lakes are ringed by white sands, while ocean beaches
stretch beyond the horizon.
Ask about the Fraser Island Adventure package, including two nights' accommodation,
return ferry transfers, breakfast and full day Beauty Spots Tour.
Map ref: F5/L8
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Australia's
Nature Coast

Australia’s Nature Coast crosses some of Australia’s pristine coastline from Sunshine
to the Fraser Coast. Experience some of the world’s most diverse and untouched
National Parks, golden beaches, rainforests and waterways. Australia’s Nature Coast
oﬀers naturally abundant experiences which will stay with you for a life time, with

Fairshore Noosa Resort
– Fairshore Noosa Resort, everlasting first class standards
Noosa Heads is one of Australia’s most popular and renowned holiday destinations, oﬀering
pristine white sandy beaches and village style ambience that attracts visitors for the unique
shopping, award winning restaurants and the overall relaxed environment
Fairshore’s absolute beachfront apartments boast one of the truly idyllic locations.
A visit to Noosa oﬀers you an unforgeable experience and an endless, ever changing
adventure. From scenic walking trails, to 4WD beach treks, Fraser Island, Noosa Springs Golf,
Eumundi Markets and gorgeous sunset cruise.
All of Fairshore’s first class apartments front onto the sands of Noosa’s main beach, oﬀering
endless ocean views from all rooms. The apartments are luxuriously appointed, daily
serviced, fully air conditioned, full kitchen, and over-sized balconies.
This superlative resort, located within the much sought after Hastings Street precinct,
is complimented with a magnificent beachside pool including deck chairs to relax on
plus full resort facilities such as gymnasium, games room, spa, BBQ areas and security
basement parking.
Map ref: F5/L8

Narrows Escape Rainforest Retreat
– Seclusion and Romance, luxury pavilions nestled in rainforest
Wrapped in sub-tropical rainforest, bordering Kondalilla National Park, this resort caters
superbly to couples wanting a romantic getaway in the lap of eco-resort luxury. With just six
contemporary design pavilions, seclusion is guaranteed. Enjoy birdsong and the tranquillity
of the ancient rainforest and babbling brook that surrounds you.
Delight in fully appointed kitchens, deep double whirlpool spa baths, a log fireplace and
your own veranda from which to take in the views. Pavilions all feature beautiful rainforest
views and luxurious furnishings as well as all conveniences such as free high speed wifi, flat
screen TV and Nespresso coﬀee machines. Fluﬀy bathrobes and slippers are provided for
your comfort as well as divine bath products, chocolates and fresh flowers.
Located just one hour drive north of Brisbane, close to the beaches of Noosa and not far from
Fraser Island, you are minutes from charming hinterland villages, art galleries and wineries.
Taste the finest regional produce at award-winning restaurants and explore the myriad of
walking trails at your door.
Map ref: F5/L8

attractions such as bushwalking, farm experiences, fishing charters, food trails, horse
riding, markets and gardens, snorkeling and diving, tours and cruises, watersports,
and whale watching. Relax in some of Australia’s premier beach front properties or
hinterland retreats, and be left with the longing to return.

Oceans Mooloolaba Beach

Rumba Beach Resort

– The Sunshine Coast and Mooloolaba have evolved from sleepy surfing locales to internationally
acclaimed destinations

– Where style meets relaxation, a holiday experience like no other

Oceans Mooloolaba oﬀers an exclusive collection of two to four-bedroom suites and
penthouses, all with amazing 180-degree views of the ocean and coastline from horizonwide windows. The property is centrally located on Mooloolaba Esplanade, surrounded by
cafés, restaurants and boutique shopping.
Spoil yourself, relax and indulge in luxurious contemporary apartments with natural finishes
in a neutral palette, state-of-the-art technology and spacious private balconies. Redefining
the standards of style and luxury, all suites have free-standing en-suite spa baths, replenished
daily with sumptuous products.
Map ref: F5/L8

Caloundra has long been known for its unspoilt beaches and laidback charm. Rumba Beach
Resort brings to Caloundra the finest boutique five-star accommodation oﬀering 1, 2 and
3 bedroom self-catering apartments. Rumba has a beachfront location with views of the
Pumicestone Passage and the jagged Glasshouse Mountains.
Resort features include a relaxing lagoon pool, heated glass bottom lap pool and a giant
Jacuzzi. Rumba Plaza plays host to a variety of cafe’s, bars and restaurants. A perfect
destination for families and couples while enjoying this largely undiscovered paradise.
Map ref: F5/L8
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InterContinental Sydney
– Positioned on one of the world’s most stunning harbours and just moments from Sydney's
famous attractions
InterContinental Sydney is a superb base for exploring the city, with the Opera House, Royal
Botanic Gardens, Circular Quay and exclusive shops close by. Built around the restored
Treasury Building of 1851, the hotel’s 509 contemporary guest rooms – each with a pictureframe view – include 28 suites that have been home to world leaders and celebrities.
Beyond your room, discover the hotel's outstanding facilities, including an indoor heated
swimming pool and gym. A bold redesign, market-fresh inspired menus and a theatrical
buﬀet concept mark the reinvention of InterContinental Sydney’s Café Opera.
For the ultimate experience, upgrade to a Club InterContinental room, where you will
have access to Sydney’s only rooftop Club InterContinental, with panoramic views across
Sydney Harbour.
Map ref: F3/N1
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Sydney Harbour

From the soaring arch of the Harbour Bridge to the shell-like silhouette of the Opera
House, Sydney's waterfront is one of the most photographed vistas on Earth. Stay in
an opulent hotel overlooking the water and find yourself in the centre of a dynamic
metropolis. Tour the fascinating Opera House and the Sydney Aquarium, two of

Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel Sydney

Park Hyatt Sydney

– Five star treatment in the heart of Sydney

– Contemporary harbourside luxury in prime position on Sydney Harbour

Radisson Blu Hotel Sydney is an intimate boutique-style Five-star hotel housed within a
stunning heritage-listed building located in the heart of Sydney. Famous landmarks such
as the Opera House and Harbour Bridge are within walking distance. The 362 exceptionally
sized rooms and suites providing comfortable and spacious surrounds are complemented
by a high level of customer service and care.

With a coveted location on the harbour, between the world-famous Opera House and
Sydney Harbour Bridge, Park Hyatt Sydney is a luxurious yet intimate, residential-style hotel
showcasing architecture, design and art that tastefully reflects the Australian landscape.

Start the day with a sumptuous breakfast in Lady Fairfax room, an evening cocktail at the
Fax Bar and savour the two-hatted Bentley Restaurant + Bar's contemporary award-winning
cuisine. With complimentary WIFI access and a central location, Radisson Blu is positioned as
one of Sydney’s premier hotels.
Map ref: F3/N1

A dedicated team of butlers provides a memorable guest experience, with around-theclock, discreet, personalized service for all hotel guests. The hotel’s signature restaurant, The
Dining Room, takes in spectacular views of the harbour through floor-to-ceiling windows.
Map ref: F3/N1

SKYWALK at Sydney
Tower Eye

BridgeClimb Sydney

Sensational Morning Tea Cruise
– There could be no better start to your day than with a Sensational Morning Tea Cruise

For an unforgettable Sydney experience,
step onto SKYWALK! You'll be walking on
air 268 metres above stunning Sydney, with
the city streets directly beneath your feet.
Look down through the glass floor viewing
platform for a bird's-eye perspective of the
bustling city below, as part of a 45-minute
guided tour around the outside of the
iconic golden turret of Sydney Tower.

BridgeClimb Sydney is truly a must-do
activity. This signature Sydney experience
oﬀers spectacular guided climbs to the top
of the iconic Sydney Harbour Bridge, 135
metres above the city's stunning harbour.
The three and a half hour journey with
your professional climb leader provides
magnificent views across the harbour
and beyond. Regular departures available
during the day, twilight and at night.

Map ref: F3/N1

Map ref: F3/N1

Map ref: F3/N1

This unique, luxury two-hour cruise experience allows you take in the iconic and historic
sights of Australia’s busiest city. Enjoy the company of a small group aboard a 15-metre
motor yacht. Your captain and host will share the rich history of Sydney Harbour and its
foreshore as you take in the sights of the Sydney Harbour Bridge, the Sydney Opera House
and the surrounding bays and coves.
Enjoy morning tea and the five-star service. Departs from Campbell’s Cove Pontoon, Circular
Quay; a floating pontoon located between the Overseas Passenger Terminal and the Park
Hyatt. Time: Cruise departs 10am (please arrive 15 minutes prior), returns 12pm.

Australia's top attractions. Step aboard a motor yacht and cruise sparkling waters dotted
with snapping white sails. Sample cuisine from more than 140 cultures, or shop till you
drop in myriad fashionable boutiques. Sip a cocktail in a penthouse bar overlooking the
harbour at midnight. Revel in the cosmopolitan delights of one of the world's great cities.

Sensational Luncheon Cruise

Sensational Sydney City

– Discover Sydney Harbour's most sensational lunch cruise

– Treat yourself to Sydney Harbour's most sensational lunch cruise

Relax and unwind on this unique, luxury four-hour cruise experience in the company of
a small group aboard a 15-metre motor yacht. Allow your captain to share the rich and
colourful history of Sydney Harbour and its foreshore as you float by the Sydney Harbour
Bridge, the Sydney Opera House and the bays and coves of Sydney Harbour. Enjoy a gourmet
three course barbecue lunch with regional wines, local beers and five-star service.

Enjoy an unique, luxury four-hour cruise experience in the company of a small group aboard
Ambience - a 16-metre motor yacht. Your personal captain and host will share the rich history
of Sydney Harbour and its foreshore as you take in the sites of the Sydney Harbour Bridge,
the Sydney Opera House and the bays and coves of Sydney Harbour. Enjoy a gourmet threecourse BBQ lunch with regional wines, local beers and five-star service.

Departs from Campbell’s Cove Pontoon, Circular Quay; a floating pontoon located between
the Overseas Passenger Terminal and the Park Hyatt. Time: Cruise departs 12.30pm (please
arrive 15 minutes prior), returns 4.30pm.

Immerse yourself in all the activities that a private vessel oﬀers including, swimming, fishing
and kayaking or sit back, relax on the expansive sunbed and do nothing at all.

Map ref: F3/N1

Map ref: F3/N1
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Cape Lodge, Margaret River

Spicers Vineyards Estate

– A member of Luxury Lodges of Australia, representing a new era of Australian luxury
experiential travel

– Relax in a private vineyard in Pokolbin, Hunter Valley

Sitting in its own vineyard in the heart of the Margaret River wine country is one of Australia’s
finest new-generation gourmet establishments. Cape Lodge features 22 luxury rooms and
a four-bedroom private residence spread throughout 40 acres of manicured parkland, along
with an all-weather tennis court, a beautiful free-form swimming pool, a mini-spa, multiaward-winning restaurant and three-hectare (seven-acre) vineyard.
A small, sophisticated vineyard retreat with a focus on food, wine and indulgence, Cape
Lodge oﬀers you the chance to relax and rejuvenate in exclusive luxury.

With views of the stunning Brokenback Mountains, this spectacular wine country retreat is
nestled between a private seven-acre vineyard and natural bushland. Twelve suites oﬀer an
intimate and romantic escape – your own personal haven after a day of exploring the region.
The estate is home to Restaurant Botanica showcasing garden-to-plate dining and with
good food, great wine and every opportunity for pure indulgence, staying at the estate is an
unforgettable experience in itself. Unwind at the end of the day at Spa Anise Day Spa or in
front of your own wood-burning fireplace.
Map ref: F3/M8

Map ref: A5/N5
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Country Food, Wine
and Spa Retreats

Run away to the country and discover a world of sophisticated pleasures. Indulge your
five senses in a multitude of ways. Let the touch of a skilled masseuse soothe your
tired feet. Inhale the energizing scents of essential oils during a full-body signature
spa treatment. Rejoice in unspoiled vistas: seascapes and vineyards, misty lakes and

Spicers Tamarind Retreat

The O'Connell Inn

– Intimate, private and romantic, 12 pavilions form a serene retreat

– Tucked amid lively cafés and restaurants in North Adelaide

Next to Gardner’s Waterfall in a stunning rainforest in the Sunshine Coast Hinterland town
of Maleny, Spicers Tamarind Retreat is a distinctive property, where Asian style meets the
tranquillity of the Australian bush.

The O'Connell Inn is a first-class boutique property consisting of 24 spacious guest suites
bringing the warm country hospitality of the celebrated Flinders Ranges' Prairie Hotel to
North Adelaide.

In the creative heart of the Sunshine Coast Hinterland, immerse yourself in relaxation and
nature. Explore lush bush-walking trails in Kondalilla Falls National Park and nearby Obi Obi
Creek and waterhole. Rejuvenate at the on-site Spa Anise Day Spa. Polish your culinary skills
at The Tamarind Asian cooking school and savour fine wines paired with modern street-style
Thai food.

The hotel is well located for easy access to Adelaide's premier cultural and entertainment
precincts, sports venues and shopping. The beach and airport are a 20-minute drive away,
while the internationally renowned wine and food regions of Barossa, Clare Valley, Adelaide
Hills and McLaren Vale are within an easy distance. Enjoy South Australian sourced produce
and wines in the friendly ambience of the Prairie on O'Connell Café/Gallery. Bed and
Breakfast packages available.

Map ref: F6/L8

Map ref: D6/N3

Spicers Clovelly Estate

Bells at Killcare

– Old World charm in a contemporary setting

– A boutique hotel, restaurant and day spa just 90 minutes' drive north of Sydney

Succumb to the romanticism of Spicers Clovelly Estate. Set on 22 acres of lush countryside in
the tranquil Sunshine Coast Hinterland, just 35 minutes from the coast and 60 minutes north
of Brisbane, the property’s stately grounds – including a driveway lined with liquid ambers
– and French Provincial architecture create an elegant sense of arrival.

Located in the beautiful seaside hamlet of Killcare Heights, this property is surrounded
by untouched national park, secluded picturesque beaches and tranquil bays. Private
Hamptons-style, adult-only cottages, sprawl over seven acres and feature designer
contemporary furnishings throughout.

Stay in a three-bedroom cottage or one of ten suites at this gourmet’s paradise. The estate
is home to the Long Apron restaurant, specialising in innovative, European-inspired menus
featuring produce from the garden, as well as the best local ingredients from the hinterland.
The perfect place to explore this beautiful nature region.

An award-winning restaurant featuring the authentic cuisine of renowned Italian-born chef,
Stefano Manfredi serves up a gastronomic experience for all food lovers. The 20-metre lap
pool and a luxurious day spa oﬀer guests total relaxation. Bells at Killcare is an oasis of privacy
and seclusion for discerning travelers and foodies alike.

Map ref: D6/N3

Map ref: F3/N1

tumbling waterfalls. Delight your palate with gourmet dishes prepared with fine
cheeses, fresh produce, sweet butter and superb meats from surrounding farms.
Sample exquisite vintages from boutique wineries. Then let the whispering of surf on
the beach or wind in the trees usher you into a restful, dreamless sleep.

Sails in the Desert and Tali Wiru
– Unique dining and accommodation at Uluru (Ayers Rock)
Complement your visit to Uluru in Red Centre country with dinner at Tali Wiru. "Tali Wiru",
meaning "beautiful dune" in the local Anangu language, oﬀers the magic of fine dining
under the Southern Desert sky. Limited to an intimate group of 20 people, the Tali Wiru
experience begins with champagne and canapés around a fire and progresses to a dune
top for a table d'hôte four-course dinner, matched with premium Australian wines, all while
watching the sun set at Uluru.
During your stay at Sails in the Desert Hotel, make time to explore the styles and stories
of Indigenous art at the Mulgara Gallery and surrender to your choice of Red Ochre Spa's
treatments.
Map ref: C7/L6
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Winery Trails

Australia is one of the world’s most exciting wine destinations. With everything from
the biggest names such as Penfolds and Jacobs Creek to the smallest of cellar doors,
spectacular wine regions produce more than 100 diﬀerent grape varieties and wow
visitors with their hospitality and gourmet delights. Today's wines express the diversity
of the people who craft them and the unique regional characteristics they embody.
Discover variety and quality by embarking on an ultimate winery trail of your own.

Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia
– Create your own ultimate winery trail with Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia
Discover the diversity and quality of Australia’s wine regions by going beyond the cellar door
to meet the maker, taste the produce and relish the natural beauty of some of Australia’s
most acclaimed wineries.
The Barossa Valley is home to some of Australia’s oldest wineries, including Seppeltsfield
Wines – the only winery in the world to release a 100-year-old, single vintage wine every
year. Visitors can tour the Centennial Cellar and taste a Tawny straight from the barrel. The
expansive Jacob’s Creek Visitor Centre hosts activities ranging from cooking classes to selfguided bike riding tours with a sumptuous picnic lunch.
Nestled in the Adelaide Hills, The Lane Vineyard is the perfect spot to relax over a long lunch,
designed by award-winning chef James Brinklow, paired with superb wine. Nearby, taste
the highly sought-after Penfolds Grange at Penfolds Magill Estate, the original home of the
famous Penfold’s brand. Venture south to McLaren Vale and D’arenberg Winery where you
can try your hand at winemaking and create your own blend.
Between surfing world-class breaks and exploring caves in Margaret River, a visit to Voyager
Estate oﬀers wine master classes and tours of Australia’s largest underground barrel cellar.
Vasse Felix is Margaret River’s founding wine Estate combining local history with food and
wine matching. At Leeuwin Estate, take your glass of wine with you to wander through the
Gallery and view contemporary Australian artworks featured on their widely acclaimed “Art
Series” label.
Located north of Sydney, the Hunter Valley is Australia’s most visited wine region. Enjoy
a picnic in the vineyards at Audrey Wilkinson to make the most of the spectacular vista
provided by the surrounding Brokenback Ranges.
Yarra Valley wineries, such as award-winning De Bortoli Estate, attract lovers of quality food
and wine. Enjoy family hospitality and tempt your taste buds with produce from the onsite
specialty Cheese Shop and exceptional wines. Rugged landscapes, sustainable practices and
matching wine to game meat are the specialties of Fowles Wine in the Strathbogie Ranges,
while nearby Tahbilk is one of Australia's most beautiful and historic family owned wineries,
having been established in the Nagambie Lakes region since 1860. Just over an hour’s drive
from Melbourne in Mornington Peninsula, Montalto Vineyard & Olive Grove’s combination of
wine, home-grown produce and sculpted artwork accentuates the behind-the-scenes tour,
which includes a wine-tasting from the barrel and three-course lunch of estate produce
with matched wines.
Australia’s southern island, Tasmania, specialists in cool-climate wines. Josef Chromy Wines’
cellar door and restaurant romances visitors with fine cuisine matched with award-winning
wines, and an on-site fly fishing lake to test your skills. Moorilla Estate near Hobart, shares
a site with the infamous Museum of Old and New Art (MONA). After a day of wine-tasting,
fine-dining and artistic exploration, choose to stay in the luxurious MONA Pavilions.
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Parklands Country Garden & Lodges
– Luxury retreat in the World Heritage listed Blue Mountains
Parklands Country Garden & Lodges is a secluded retreat within 28 acres of manicured
grounds, reminiscent of a European great estate. Located in the historic township of
Blackheath within the World Heritage-listed Blue Mountains, Parklands is just 1 hour and
45 minutes’ drive from Sydney CBD and is situated close by to the picturesque Govetts
Leap lookout, Bridal Veil Falls, Grose Valley and many other natural and tourist attractions.
Parklands oﬀers seven garden cottages, each with four contemporary styled rooms set on
expansive grounds with a sparkling private lake and picturesque views of the manicured
gardens and sweeping bush land.
All rooms are air-conditioned and have an ornate gas fireplace and are equipped with flat
screen LCD televisions with satellite channels, ensuite bathroom with rain shower and WiFi
access. Unwind and be pampered at the onsite Parklands Day Spa, relax and take in the
serenity of the manicured grounds and private lake or enjoy renowned local wines and
produce at the nearby local restaurants and bars in Blackheath.
Map ref: F2/N1
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Golf, Gourmet and
Spa Indulgence

You've spent all year honing your swing or practising your putt, but when you see
Australia's jaw-dropping golf courses, your mind may not be on the game at all. From the
windswept dunes of Tasmania to the island-dotted waters of the Whitsundays, and from
rolling hills to lush rainforests, the views from the fairways are some of the best in the

Lilianfels Blue Mountains Resort & Spa
– A renowned haven for relaxation in one of Australia's most beautiful destinations
This multi-award-winning 5 star resort is set within almost a hectare of manicured gardens
overlooking spectacular scenery in the World Heritage-listed Blue Mountains National Park
located just 90 minutes drive from Sydney CBD. Lilianfels Blue Mountains Resort & Spa is a
luxury resort boasting 85 deluxe rooms and suites with views overlooking the picturesque
Jamison Valley.
Lilianfels is home to the multi-award-winning Darley's Restaurant with a coveted Chefs Hat
which features fresh local ingredients. Unwind and be pampered at the onsite Lilianfels Day
Spa which oﬀers an extensive list of spa rituals and massage therapy including hot stone
massages, facials, and body treatments including body wraps, manicures and pedicures.
Enjoy the range of recreational facilities include heated indoor and outdoor pools, a tennis
court, a billiard room and a gym. Lilianfels is well located, within a five-minute walk of the
iconic Three Sisters rock formation at Echo Point and close to major attractions, including
Scenic World and Katoomba & Leura shopping village.
Map ref: F2/N1

Pullman Port Douglas Sea Temple Resort & Spa

Hamilton Island Golf Club

– Set on a private stretch of sand on the secluded Four Mile Beach, Port Douglas

– On the edge of the Great Barrier Reef, oﬀering some of the world's most spectacular golf-course views

A luxurious base for your Tropical North Queensland and Great Barrier Reef experience, this
property comprises beautifully appointed studio rooms, elegant apartments and villas with
exclusive plunge pools and luxury swim-out apartments and penthouses with rooftop Jacuzzis.

Designed by champion golfer Peter Thomson, this par-71 course on Dent Island, accessible
by boat transfer, is the only 18-hole championship golf course on its own island in Australia.

Crafted by internationally acclaimed architects, the adjacent championship “links” 18-hole
golf course boasts rainforest wetland, rich undulating fairways and spectacular mountain
views. The sophisticated hospitality, casual dining and a 3,000sqm lagoon-style pool
together encourage abandon. Meanwhile, Vie Spa features couples rooms and a range of
relaxing treatments.

Featuring a golf pro shop and clubhouse oﬀering fine food and wine, the course has been
designed to challenge all levels of golf enthusiast, from novice to professional. With its
fantastic views of the Whitsundays and holes laid across dramatic ridges steep valleys like
green gems on a necklace, this course makes it hard to keep your eye on the ball.
Map ref: F1/K8

Map ref: E5/K3

world. And when it's time for some post-game fun, the options are equally enticing. Ease
tired muscles with a relaxing massage or a soak in the spa. Relish incomparable cuisine
paired with fine Australian wines. And delight in exclusive hotels where the superb
service, amenities and recreational facilities are ample rewards for a game well played.

Progressive
Degustation Walk
With countless fantastic restaurants and a
world-class wine region on its doorstep,
Melbourne has so much to oﬀer. With
Hidden Secrets you can experience three
of the city’s leading restaurants all in one
night. Savour the city with short walks
between venues, and enjoy a total of nine
exclusive wine tastings and nine divine
seasonal dish samples carefully chosen to
enhance the wines.
Map ref: E6/N8
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New Zealand
If New Zealand’s landscape were a Hollywood starlet, it would undoubtedly be a drama queen. From
snowcapped mountains and rocky coasts to lush rainforests and active volcanoes, almost every eyepopping landscape imaginable is packed into a country roughly the size of the U.S. state of Colorado. From
the moment you get oﬀ the plane, you’ll be itching to explore.
Bring your cycling shorts, your hiking boots, your skis and your sense of adventure. Tramp the world-famous
Milford Track through glacial valleys and fields of alpine wild-flowers. Cycle past the rolling vineyards of
Hawke’s Bay and Marlborough. Gasp as you dive headfirst oﬀ a bridge, tethered only by a super-strong
bungee cord. Surge through churning waters on a jet boat, soar above jagged peaks in a sightseeing plane
or meander along quiet rural byways in a campervan. At day’s end, relax with a long soak in a natural
geothermal pool, followed by a glass of fruity sauvignon blanc. Then drift to sleep beneath crisp linens in a
luxurious country inn, lulled by crashing surf and whispering winds.
New Zealand is also home to the Maori, whose influence is visible in everything from musical place names
to the sinuous carvings that embellish many public buildings. Thrill to a traditional welcome ceremony at a
Maori cultural village and share in a "hangi" feast of chicken and sweet potatoes.
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That’s not the only spectacular meal you will enjoy in New Zealand. Savour the country’s world-famous
lamb, fine cheeses and luscious produce in a sleek restaurant in Auckland, Wellington or Christchurch.
Explore the gentle charms of these human-scaled cities. At your hotel, revel in attentive service and superb
amenities. Throughout this friendly island nation, you’ll receive a warm Kiwi welcome—or, as they say in
Maori: "kia ora".
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Fox Glacier Walk
Enjoy a breathtaking guided trip on the West
Coast’s biggest and less crowded glacier.
Fox Glacier Guiding has a long guiding
history and through this accumulated
experience and knowledge are dedicated
to showcasing this constantly changing
icescape. Join the popular heli-hike, tailormade ice climbing, informative terminal face
walk or the adventurous Chancellor heli-trek.
There's a trip to suit most fitness levels.
Map ref: B7/N2
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Te Waonui Forest Retreat,
Franz Josef Glacier
Foray into New Zealand's pristine wilderness,
and stay at this stunning environmentally
friendly exclusive 5-star luxury hotel. It oﬀers
easy access to the many natural wonders,
mountains, glaciers, rivers, lakes, coastline and
native flora and fauna. Enjoy a complete food
experience with our freshest local produce
coupled with boutique New Zealand wines.
Te Waonui is truly the place to unwind.

Helicopter Line
– Tailor-make itineraries to suit your every need
The Helicopter Line is New Zealand’s leading helicopter company operating with a fleet of
modern jet helicopters based at Mount Cook, Twizel, Franz Josef, Fox Glacier and Queenstown.
At Queenstown, The Helicopter Line operates from Queenstown Airport oﬀering incredible
close-up views on scenic flights to explore and discover the Wakatipu Basin and beyond to
the Fiordland National Park.
Our experienced and professional helicopter pilots will share their local knowledge with you.
Exclusive charters, designed to client requirements, are our specialty.
Map ref: B1/N8

Map ref: B8/N2

Glacier and Alpine
Adventures

Soar high above jagged peaks in a helicopter. Ski or snowboard through challenging
runs of pristine powder. Hike dramatic cliﬀ paths or bask beside an alpine lake. Don
high-tech equipment to explore an ancient glacier in the company of an experienced
guide. Inhale deep breaths of crisp, clear air. Whatever your dream of mountain

Millennium Hotel Queenstown
– The secret is out! Queenstown is one totally hip, chic alpine playground
Millennium Hotel Queenstown is beautifully positioned, just a short stroll from the central
shopping, entertainment and gastronomic delights of the vibrant little town of Queenstown.
Oﬀering a warm and welcoming haven in this year-round adventure destination, the
sophisticated hotel is an inspiring combination of modern floor-to-ceiling glass and robust
concrete, with glorious views.
The property's Observatory Restaurant is one of Queenstown’s finest dining experiences,
specialising in contemporary New Zealand cuisine and oﬀering a superb selection of New
Zealand wines. Your accommodation is comfortable and modern, with all rooms having
been refurbished in 2013.
When not exploring the town centre, choose from four ski fields to suit all abilities, an
extraordinary network of hiking trails through the surrounding mountains and a huge
variety of adventure tourism activities, from jet boating to bungee jumping.
Map ref: B2/N8

Scenic Helicopter Flights
& Snow Landings
Stand awestruck amid the beauty of New
Zealand's Southern Alps. Enjoy a scenic
helicopter flight with snow landing above
the Fox or Franz Josef glaciers. View Mount
Cook, Mount Tasman and the Tasman Glacier.
Bookings are with the only 100% locally
owned and operated helicopter company
licensed to land above the Franz Josef and
Fox glacier, operating for over 25 years.
Map ref: B7/N2

perfection, New Zealand’s iconic Southern Alps embody it. Spend your nights in
comfort in an opulent lodge, unwinding before a roaring fire with a single-malt scotch.
Linger over a gourmet dinner. Relax as a skilled spa therapist works magic on your
tired muscles and the unspoiled surroundings work magic on your soul.

Milford Ultimate with Over The Top

Pen-y-bryn Lodge

– Encounter spectacular alpine beauty in World Heritage-listed areas

– Relax in one of New Zealand’s premier heritage luxury lodges

Stroll on an uninhabited beach, soar among mountains or dine overlooking a remote alpine
lake suspended above Fiordland. Learn of age-old glaciers and prehistoric rainforests in
a habitat seldom disturbed by man. In a relaxed and unhurried helicopter expedition to
Fiordland, Over The Top gives the discerning visitor the opportunity to experience a New
Zealand that few ever see.

Oﬀering unrivalled visitor accommodation, fine dining and warm hospitality. Five charming
guest rooms, each with its own character, have been appointed to the highest standard.
The rooms in the main lodge building are decorated in period style and oﬀer a chance to
experience the splendour of a grand Victorian manor house, while the spacious suites in the
Annex oﬀer additional comforts, such as private sitting areas and king-size beds.

Over The Top is one of New Zealand’s premier helicopter companies, meeting the highest
standards of service, product quality and safety whilst oﬀering excellent passenger comfort
and exceptional experiences.

Gourmet dining is a highlight, with meals prepared using lodge-grown ingredients, each
menu crafted for each set of guests. The wine list includes some of New Zealand’s finest
vintages, including some you are unlikely to encounter elsewhere.

Map ref: B2/N8

Map ref: B8/O1
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Millennium Hotel Rotorua
– Restore your equilibrium in a luxurious spa hotel in New Zealand’s celebrated geothermal
destination
Rotorua has long been recognized as a spa destination of choice, mainly due to the healing
properties of its mineral-rich geothermal bathing pools. The Millennium Hotel Rotorua, one
of the district’s largest deluxe hotels, is perfectly situated in the heart of the city, next to Lake
Rotorua and the acclaimed Polynesian Spa.
Start your day with an al fresco breakfast beside the hotel’s geothermal pool. Then escape
from the everyday in the Millennium's delightful spa. Treat yourself to indulgent beauty and
body treatments featuring natural skincare products that will both nourish your skin and
nurture your soul. Don’t miss the chance to try a Rotorua mud wrap.
In the evening, linger over fine fare such as peppered venison carpaccio in the hotel’s
Restaurant Nikau. Bar Zazu, with its dramatic contemporary décor, is the perfect spot to
bring a wonderful day to a close with a festive nightcap.
Map ref: E7/L2
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Volcanic, Thermal
and Spa

New Zealand is home to some of the world’s most indulgent spas. Given the thermal
activity of the land and the healing properties of the flora, it sometimes seems as though
New Zealand is Mother Nature’s private spa. Absorb the unique healing properties of
mineral-rich volcanic mud. Soak in geothermal hot springs and savour the therapeutic

Volcanic Air

Polynesian Spa

– A journey of a lifetime

Exclusive permits allow you to experience and explore some of the most spectacular geothermal
reserves and lakes by helicopter or floatplane, destinations otherwise hard to reach. Other tour
options include wine, golf, fishing and cruising charters across the North Island.

Overlooking Lake Rotorua, relax and
unwind in the hot mineral pools of the
famous Polynesian Spa. Two types of
hot mineral water, each with its own
therapeutic properties, feed into the
thermal pools. Indulge in a spa treatment
incorporating Rotorua thermal mud, New
Zealand manuka honey or other natural
ingredients. The Spa is centrally located in
Rotorua and open daily from 8am to 11pm.

Map ref: F1/L3

Map ref: E7/L2

Experience some of New Zealand’s most dramatic and unique landscapes. Explore the
permanently active volcano White Island trekking across the lunar-like crater floor to stand
on the very edge of an amazing crater lake. Landing on Mount Tarawera, the dormant
volcano oﬀers a privileged view of spectacular craters and domes formed by the historic
1886 eruption.

Te Puia
– The Te Puia tradition of guiding in the Whakarewarewa geothermal valley extends back
many generations
See live kiwi birds, boiling mud-pools, native bush and visit the New Zealand Maori Arts and
Crafts Institute as part of this fascinating experience.
Exclusive dining options are available for families and small groups in the world unique
locations such as the Ngararatuatara cooking pool. Imagine being surrounded by native
bush, overlooking your menu of NZ mussels, king prawns and vegetables being cooked in
flax woven baskets.
Te Ra + Kai Ngawha includes a flax weaving workshop, guided tour and a perfectly steamed
picnic-style lunch from a natural steam vent.
Te Po is an evening feast of cultural storytelling, entertainment and Maori cuisine. It is an indepth experience starting with the traditional "powhiri", or welcoming ceremony, a warrior’s
challenge and a full "kapa haka", performing arts concert. Your meal incorporates indigenous
ingredients, meats and vegetables that are cooked in a "hangi", or earth oven,, along with
contemporary Maori dishes. The evening culminates with a hot chocolate under the stars
next to Pohutu geyser.
Map ref: E7/L2

touch of traditional Maori techniques. Pamper yourself – and restore your sense of calm
– with soothing facials and relaxing massages. Once you’re feeling rejuvenated, explore
New Zealand’s fascinating geothermal sites. Tour steaming geysers in the company of
knowledgeable experts, and stand awed before the untamed power of the Earth.

The Middle-earth Trilogy
– This unique trilogy combines some of the best that the North Island of New Zealand has to oﬀer
in a self-drive and 'Seat on coach' combo
Experience the Hobbiton Movie Set, the picturesque setting for the Shire in The Lord of the
Rings and The Hobbit, directed by Sir Peter Jackson.
Visit Te Puia, the home of Maori culture and cuisine. The kapa haka performance inside the
carved meeting house instantly connects visitors with the traditions of the indigenous
people. Be mesmerized by a starlit visit to the world-famous Pohutu geyser, following a
delicious indigenous meal.
Descend into the magical Waitomo Glow worm Caves under a galaxy of glow worms and
to ancient Ruakuri Cave, a spectacular place full of legends, tales and magnificent natural
formations.
The new Supercharged version of the trilogy is a more active option. The Hobbiton Movie
Set remains, however, the Waitomo experience includes tubing, walking and floating
through the mysterious Ruakuri Cave (Black Labyrinth). The Steambox at Te Puia includes
an extended guided tour and flax weaving workshop before enjoying a perfectly steamed
picnic lunch overlooking Pohutu geyser.
Map ref: E6/K8
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Whale Watch Kaikoura

Kiwi Dundee Adventures

Boutique Guided Walks

– New Zealand's ultimate nature experience oﬀers visitors exciting encounters with sperm whales

One of New Zealand’s premier guiding
companies, Kiwi Dundee Adventures
invites you to share an unforgettable nature
experience. Choose from a variety of deluxe,
private customised tours on the Coromandel
Peninsula and throughout New Zealand.
Passionate, knowledgeable guides will lead
you through a paradise of forests, mountains,
national parks, horticulture, farming, coastal
scenery, unique culture and friendly people.

Wilderness Guides oﬀers an extensive range
of guided and independent hiking packages
along the Queen Charlotte Track. Consider
the award-winning boutique guided
walk, acclaimed by National Geographic
Adventure magazine. Learn about the flora
and fauna of the Marlborough Sounds from
experienced local guides. Unwind each
night at a luxurious boutique lodge. This is
luxurious New Zealand hiking.

Map ref: E7/K4

Map ref: D4/M3

New Zealand's only marine-based whale watching company creates up-close experiences
with giant sperm whales year-round. Limited passenger numbers ensure each visitor's
experience remains a personal one. Tours operate three to four times daily but are extremely
popular so early bookings are recommended. The fleet of modern catamarans has been
designed especially for whale watching and each vessel is equipped with engines that
minimise underwater noise and features that control pollution. The main passenger cabin is
enclosed while large outside decks oﬀer great viewing and photo opportunities. Spacious
air-conditioned interiors are fitted with comfortable seating, while large plasma screens
display award-winning marine wildlife animations during your cruise.
Map ref: D3/M8
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Wilderness and
Wildlife Encounters

Immerse yourself in nature, along thousands of kilometres of pristine shoreline, in
lively seas, in rich rainforests and along stunning alpine trails. Keep your camera handy
to capture photos of breaching whales. Splash in sparkling waters with wild dolphins.
Delight in a wide range of bird life, from majestic albatrosses to the ever-popular

Monarch Wildlife Cruise

Rotorua Canopy Tours

– Enjoy the best of the Otago Peninsula and its attractions with award-winning Monarch Wildlife
Cruises and Tours

– Experience the pure New Zealand landscapes you have been promised

In the company of passionate guides and like-minded travellers, enjoy an invigorating wildlife
cruise in the waters oﬀ the peninsula for close-up viewing of wildlife – including northern
royal and other albatross species; seals, penguins, and up to 20 species of other ocean birds
and marine mammals – in their natural and otherwise inaccessible environment. You can
also relax on a popular tour from Dunedin which can include guided tours of Larnach Castle,
the Yellow-Eyed Penguin reserve and the Albatross Centre. Experienced guides, interactive
commentary, information sheets, binoculars and jackets all enhance the experience.
Map ref: B6/O4

Deep in virgin rainforest, take an unforgettable three-hour journey suitable for all ages. Be
transported high into the treetops of a forest that has stood for over a millennium. See tree
and plant species that you won't see in any other country on earth.
Secure, top-of-the-line safety equipment flies you between the trees on an incredible
network of ziplines and swing bridges high in the forest canopy. Treetop platforms at
heights of up to 22 metres and zipline flights of over 200 metres mean you will remember
this experience for the rest of your life. Join the inspirational conservation program to restore
the forest ecosystem to its natural state.
Map ref: E7/L2

penguins. New Zealand’s wilderness tour operators cherish hospitality and the natural
world in equal measure, so you will travel in first-class comfort while leaving a light
footprint. Whether you cruise the Bay of Islands or the Otago Peninsula, hike through
coastal forests or visit a seal colony, you will marvel at New Zealand’s natural wonders.

Elm Wildlife Tours
– Experience encounters with sea lions, penguins, seals and rare birds on a multi-award-winning
tour of the Otago Peninsula and Southern Coast
Whether you join a small group on a half-day "Peninsula Encounters" tour or arrange a
custom-tailored exclusive "Wild Coast Explorer" experience, you will leave in awe of the
animals and landscape of this fascinating part of the world.
One of the first reasons many people visit New Zealand is to experience the pristine nature
of the country. Seeing the crashing sea, lush rainforests, towering peaks, glaciers, caves and
beaches is usually easy to do, but seeing wildlife can be a challenge.
Allow Elm Wildlife Tours to introduce a fascinating perspective to the habitats and behaviours
of internationally significant wildlife, particularly royal albatrosses, yellow-eyed and blue
penguins, New Zealand sea lions and fur seals. Observe animals from viewing hides within
Elm's exclusive conservation area. In addition to the marine mammals, guests generally spot
30 to 40 bird species on these tours – a wildlife enthusiast’s dream. Tour incomes help fund
conservation.
Map ref: B6/O4
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Queenstown Scenic Flights with Over The Top
– Explore New Zealand’s remote and otherwise inaccessible places
Discovering New Zealand’s spectacular alpine landscape tops many visitors’ wish lists
but few gain the superb access to the impressive expanse it oﬀers. The diversity of pure
and unspoiled terrain within a compact area makes southern New Zealand well suited to
the helicopter, from both a visual and safety perspective. What better way to reach New
Zealand’s soaring peaks than from the sky?
Visiting Queenstown, Milford and the fiords of southern New Zealand – areas rich with
alpine glaciers and remote lakes – Over The Top specializes in accessing the extraordinary.
Using the latest helicopters, the company oﬀers a range of interpretive excursions. Choose a
shared experience or an exclusive private flight. Modify a popular tour to your requirements
or create an itinerary that stretches to the outer edges of your imagination. Escape the
everyday on secluded beaches, remote lakes and isolated mountain peaks.
Map ref: B1/N7
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Exploring
New Zealand

Succumb to the call of the open road and the allure of the clear blue sky. New Zealand
beckons you to settle behind the wheel of a luxurious campervan and explore scenic
roads winding along dramatic coastlines, across rolling hills, and through picturesque
country towns. Embark on a multi-day voyage through some of the most isolated and
beautiful regions of New Zealand. Or step into an ultramodern helicopter and fly to
pristine mountain peaks and secret lakes even the locals don’t know about.

Doubtful Sound Overnight Cruise

Milford Sound Overnight Cruise

– Experience the unspoiled and remote wilderness of Doubtful Sound by staying overnight on
board the Fiordland Navigator

– The ultimate dinner, bed and breakfast experience

World Heritage-listed Doubtful Sound is an overwhelming environment. Three times longer
than Milford Sound, with a surface area ten times larger, it is a place of towering peaks and
bush-clad islands; of twisting, hidden arms and sheltered coves. As it is renowned for its
fantastic marine life, you are likely to see seals and dolphins during this cruise.
The Fiordland Navigator oﬀers private cabins, spacious viewing decks, a comfortable dining
salon for dinner and breakfast and the opportunity to launch kayaks or explore in tenders
with an expert nature guide. It is truly a special experience.
Map ref: A8/N5

Luxuriant rainforest clings to sheer rock walls washed with waterfalls. In the foreground
stands Mitre Peak, dominating the skyline. Overnighting on the Milford Mariner is a truly
immersive Milford Sound experience – wake up to the dawn of a new day in one of the most
beautiful places on earth. Cruise the full length of the fjord to the open sea with a nature
guide on hand to highlight points of interest and wildlife, then anchor in sheltered Harrison
Cove for a sumptuous three-course dinner. Kayak and explore by small boat in the evening.
The following morning, enjoy breakfast before returning to Milford Wharf.
This cruise is often referred to as a "must do" experience.
Map ref: A8/N5

Maui
– Experience the fun, freedom and flexibility of travelling with Maui
Stop where and when you choose, while living in style. There is no better way to discover New Zealand. Do you enjoy exploring new worlds,
choosing what you want to do and when? Do you dream of discovering the true New Zealand? Do you prefer to travel in style? Then you need
a Maui motorhome, operated by New Zealand’s premier tourism company, Tourism Holdings Limited. At Maui, nothing is too much trouble.
When you choose a Maui motorhome you are assured of excellent service and support, both at the branch and on the road – all details are
taken care of so that you can focus on enjoying yourself.
A Maui motorhome oﬀers freedom coupled with style and comfort in a fully equipped Mercedes-Benz or Volkswagon Euro IV vehicle. Maui
vehicles are designed to allow you to get oﬀ-the-beaten track and stay amid the most stunning landscapes, with spacious living areas ensuring
absolute comfort. Whether you choose the two-berth Ultima, the four-berth Beach or the larger six-berth River motorhome, you will enjoy an
apartment styled interior and the Maui service promise – linen swap, valet service, express return, gas bottle exchange and MP3 connectivity.
Hires are available from branches in Auckland, Christchurch and Queenstown.
Exclusive to Maui customers, is the Maui Winery Havens network. Stay overnight in some of New Zealand’s most picturesque wineries, in
the comfort of your Maui motorhome. Maui Winery Havens is a special kind of reserve – wake up to sweeping views of a beautiful vineyard,
sample distinctly New Zealand wines and learn how old world artistry and the latest technology are combined to produce award-winning
wines. With the freedom to plan each day’s itinerary as the mood strikes you, experience beautiful New Zealand at your own pace. Maui has
achieved New Zealand tourism’s prestigious Qualmark Enviro-Gold endorsement, recognising an ongoing commitment to the environment.
Map ref: C6/N4
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Peppers on the Point

Peppers Bluewater Resort

Peppers Clearwater Resort

Fiordland Lodge

Surrounded by the waters of Lake Rotorua,
Peppers on the Point is an exclusive lakeside
retreat. Just five minutes from the heart
of Rotorua city, the property oﬀers nine
spacious suites featuring stunning lake views.
Peppers on the Point is in the heartland of
New Zealand’s Maori culture, set amid a
landscape of erupting geysers, hot thermal
springs and bubbling mud pools.

A scenic two-and-a-half-hour drive from
Christchurch or Queenstown, Peppers
Bluewater Resort oﬀers accommodations
ranging from hotel rooms to one, two and
three-bedroom villas. With a colour-scheme
inspired by the lake’s characteristic turquoise
hues, the resort exudes a tranquil ambiance.
Kayak on Lake Tekapo, or fish for brown or
rainbow trout. A restful retreat and base for
exploring the region's natural wonders.

A short drive from Christchurch's international
airport, this elegant hotel’s accommodation
includes modern rooms, suites and villas.
Built in a contemporary boathouse design,
all apartments feature premium facilities and
services. Accommodations oﬀer marvellous
lake or fairway views, while the spacious
two-bedroom apartment boasts a cosy
fireplace. Try a spot of fly-fishing or play the
championship golf course.

Set in a World Heritage-listed area,
Fiordland Lodge is situated just north of
Te Anau and is a special base from which
to discover both Milford and Doubtful
Sounds. Known as the "walking capital
of the world", Fiordland is home to the
famous Milford, Hollyford, Kepler and
Routburn tracks. Rest your weary feet at
this unique luxury lodge and savour the
location, service, cuisine and comfort.

Map ref: B7/N5

Map ref: C6/N3

Map ref: A7/N8

Map ref: E7/L2
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Luxury
Lakeside Living

New Zealand oﬀers an astonishing range of lakeside escapes, whether you dream of
running away to a geothermal spa, a luxuriously rustic mountain retreat or a country
idyll in an historic inn surrounded by formal English gardens. Savour a cup of freshly
brewed coﬀee on your private veranda as dawn dapples the lake with colour. Then spend

Hilton Lake Taupo

Solitaire Lodge

– Everything you could want and more

– Opulent comfort on a private peninsula overlooking the still waters of legendary Lake Tarawera

With a magnificent view overlooking New Zealand’s largest lake, Hilton Lake Taupo is
accessibly located midway between Auckland and Wellington. For enhanced comfort there
are a wide range of accommodation options with upscale rooms and spacious suites, to fullyequipped apartments with kitchens and laundry facilities. Savour popular dining favourites
from a menu designed by New Zealand celebrity chef, Gareth Stewart at the signature onsite restaurant and bar.

Solitaire Lodge near Rotorua, one of the first New Zealand luxury lodges, oﬀers secluded
accommodation from a spectacular lakeside location. The lodge’s ten luxurious suites feature
180-degree views of the glassy lake and magnificent volcano, Mount Tarawera.

With romantic Victorian styling and modern leisure facilities of tennis courts and a thermally
heated pool, it is easy to see why the award-winning hotel is a popular choice.
Map ref: E6/L4

Feeling adventurous? Embark on a scenic helicopter ride, skim across the lake in a kayak
or enjoy world-class trout fishing. The lodge is also the perfect setting to simply relax,
indulge and rejuvenate. Leave all the arrangements in the capable hands of your warm,
friendly, Kiwi hosts.
Map ref: E8/L2

Hilton Queenstown Resort & Spa
– Luxury overlooking famous waterfront and mountain views
Situated directly on the shores of Lake Wakatipu, the hotel boasts famous waterfront and
mountain views. Each of the spacious rooms and fully-equipped residence apartments oﬀer
a gas fireplace, separate lounge area and private balcony to satisfy your needs. Take the
complimentary hotel shuttle bus into town, rejuvenate in the opulent on-site spa facility or
simply relax by the 25-metre indoor heated pool with steam and sauna rooms.
While the five bars and restaurants including the signature Wakatipu Grill provide soughtafter dining options in magnificent settings to complete a truly memorable stay.
Map ref: B2/N7

the day revelling in all the fun of lakeside living: paddle a kayak, fish for trout, enjoy a
brisk swim or bask on the shore with a good book. Or try something more adventurous
– perhaps a helicopter flight over the stunning landscape. As dusk steals over the lake at
the end of a supremely relaxing day, delight in the restorative power of being by water.

Azur Lodge
– Awaken to a glorious mountain sunrise over Lake Wakatipu in a private, open-plan villa
On par with the finest luxury lodges in New Zealand, oﬀering impeccable and fine hospitality,
Azur justifiably bills itself as a total experience. For the friendly, capable staﬀ, nothing is too
much trouble. Set among 2 acres of native bushland, Azur features a magnificent lodge and
nine villas all oﬀering superb lake and mountain views. Each villa has been constructed with
materials that reflect the Queenstown environment. The main lodge is a fabulous place to
contemplate the expansive view or enjoy a book from the library.
As evening draws near, the Azur team can assist with making dinner reservations at one of
Queenstown's world-class restaurants and oﬀer door-to-door transfers or arrange for you
to dine privately in your villa any night during your stay. All rates include personal airport
transfers, full breakfasts to be enjoyed either in the lodge or in the privacy of your villa,
homemade afternoon tea and pre-dinner drinks and canapés. Azur is only five minutes from
the town centre by complimentary transfer.
Map ref: B2/N7
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Abel Tasman Sailing Tours

Stewart Island Lodge

– Reputedly the best way to enjoy the Abel Tasman

– Peaceful bed and breakfast accommodation at Stewart Island Lodge

Sail glittering waters, stroll beautiful sands, swim in crystal-clear lagoons and delight in the
antics of playful fur seals. Experience the highlights of Abel Tasman National Park on a scenic
sailing catamaran as you cruise along the coastline. The skipper is your guide as you discover
the delights of this spectacular natural area featuring secluded islands. Drop anchor and
enjoy a picnic on a golden beach.

Private and secluded, Stewart Island Lodge is a wonderful place to relax in great comfort
while providing a base for your island exploration. It’s just five minutes' walk from the village
centre where there are restaurants and a small hub. The lodge has commanding views of
Half Moon Bay and Foveaux Strait.

You can get involved in the sailing or sit back and relax, enjoying the warm sun on your
face and the salty sea air. Take a day or overnight tour or request a custom-designed tour be
devised especially for you.

Its grounds are home to many native birds including kaka (native parrots) and provide a
contemplative place to relax. The terrace oﬀers sweeping views of the gardens and ocean beyond
providing an idyllic place to kick back and watch the birds. The six guestrooms are sumptuous,
allowing you to enjoy stunning outlooks and open directly onto an expansive balcony.

Map ref: D2/M3

Map ref: A6/O6

New Zealand
Adventures

The thrills and spills of New Zealand's adventure scene are enough to make the hearts of
even the most daring of travellers beat just a little faster. And for the rest of us, it's time
to buckle up, and hold on tight. Get soaked on a thrilling jetboat ride through towering
canyons. Don a hard hat and explore the crater of an active volcano. Delight in the snap

Tongariro Lodge
– Enjoy the outdoors in style at this Iconic Lodge
Zane Grey made it famous, the Queen Mother stalked trout in it, US President Jimmy Carter
found solitude beside it. Tongariro Lodge is situated in park-like grounds on the southern
shores of Lake Taupo on the banks of the Tongariro river. Guests can enjoy some of the
best trout fishing in the world. Close by is the Tongariro World Heritage National Park, the
Tongariro Alpine Crossing, heli-hiking, scenic flights and snow skiing in winter. Lodge guests
can also enjoy white water rafting, the country's top golf courses and numerous other world
class outdoor activities.
Experienced resident fly fishing and outdoor guides are provided. The lodge provides
an unique fishing lodge atmosphere with comfortable lounges, open fires, friendly and
eﬃcient staﬀ and the best of food and wine. Guests have 22 acres of grounds to explore.
Relax in the separate and private well appointed villas.The lodge also oﬀers a spa pool,
tennis court and heli pad.
Map ref: E5/L5

NZONE Skydive

White Island Tours

It takes a certain kind of person to jump
from an aircraft into thin air. It takes
courage. Tandem skydive with NZONE
Skydive in Queenstown and see some of
the most dramatic scenery in New Zealand,
from 4,500 metres! NZONE Skydive was
New Zealand's first tandem skydive
operation, starting out in 1990 and has now
jumped over 250,000 tandem customers.
Achievement doesn't come any sweeter.

Cruise across the pristine waters of the Bay
of Plenty to White Island, New Zealand’s
most active volcano. After donning a hard
hat and gas mask, follow your guide on an
exploration of the crater. Experience roaring
fumaroles, sparkling sulphur chimneys,
bubbling pools of mud and the spectacular
main crater. Enjoy a light lunch before the
return journey which often provides the
opportunity for dolphin or whale watching.

Map ref: B2/N7

Map ref: F2/L2

of the wind in the sails of an opulent yacht. And try a helicopter ride, mountain bike
cycle, kayak or floatplane ride after a thrilling sailing adventure. In the birthplace of
bungy jumping and tandem paragliding – just two of New Zealand's myriad world-first
thrills – "swoop", "swing", or "fly" – you're never far from adventure.

Wharekauhau
– Luxury, peace and tranquillity are yours when you stay at Wharekauhau Lodge
With 13 cottages, ranging from the Wharepapa family cottage to the expansive 420sq m.
Owners Cottage, opulence abounds. Set amidst the rugged, unspoilt coastline of Palliser Bay
and with a backdrop of more than 5500 acres of native bushland to discover.
For the active, try clay target shooting, horse riding, archery, ATV quad bikes and surfcasting,
bike riding or bushwalking. Food is an important part of Wharekauhau and the lodge has
award-winning chef Marc Soper to create some of the most mouth-watering dishes using
local produce, some of which comes from the lodge’s own farm. Wash it down with some of
the region’s finest Pinot Noir, recognised as being among the best in the world.
Wharekauhau region is home to more than 25 boutique wineries and tours are available.
The lodge hosts cooking classes which will allow you to return home and share a taste of
Wharekauhau with friends and family. If that is all too hectic, relax, be pampered at the day
spa which uses a range of local products to soothe and rejuvenate your mind, body and soul.
Map ref: D8/M6
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TIME Unlimited Tours
- Our New Zealand > Your Way
With TIME Unlimited Tours you will experience the integration of cultures, generosity of spirit and understand why protection of our people
and places is so important to us. We take pride in sharing our culture, our heritage, and the unique and amazing places New Zealand has to
oﬀer. We don’t stand on the side lines while you are a spectator of our beautiful country, we engage with you, share our knowledge and stories
of our people and places, and host you through the experience so that you understand Our New Zealand, Your Way.
Recognised with a Global Tourism Award in conjunction with the United Nations and many other awards, TIME (“To Integrate Māori
Experiences”) Unlimited Tours is very passionate about Tamaki Makaurau (Auckland) and Aotearoa (New Zealand) and oﬀers an extensive
range of luxury tours with highly-qualified guides in top-end Mercedes vehicles.
Seeing Auckland on our highly-personal tours is a great way to discover many of the treasures that await you in the ‘City of Sails’, including
places in our region that only locals would know about! Our speciality is taking you to secret places away from the crowds, so you can
experience some unforgettable and truly stunning scenery in style with us.
Choose from Auckland Full Day, Auckland Highlights Half Day, Auckland West Coast, as well as Māori Tours and Guided Wilderness Walks. Our
tours are perfect for the discerning traveller, couples and small groups.
The Private Luxury Tours provide unique experiences and include spectacular destinations such as Hobbiton Movie Set, Waitomo Caves,
Rotorua, Taupo, The Coromandel, The Bay of Islands and many other stunning locations throughout New Zealand on our One-Day, One-Way
and Multi-Day Tours.
Map ref: E4/K4
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Maori and
Modern Culture

TIME Unlimited Tours

Explore New Zealand’s spectacular landscape and experience the culture that shapes its
people. Discover the fascinating traditions of the Maori, the indigenous people of the land
they call Aotearoa. Gain insights into native artworks, see tattooed warriors re-enact the
dances that once terrified their enemies – and delight at the songs that followed in more
peaceful times. Marvel as you stroll through the real-life rolling hills and gentle valleys
that played the role of Middle-earth in ‘The Hobbit’, shot in New Zealand.
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Eagles Nest

Bay of Many Coves Resort

– Set within a 74 acre estate overlooking the spectacular Bay of Islands

– Where lush green hills kiss azure waters, a tranquil and restful sanctuary awaits

Eagles Nest is a world-class retreat just two minutes from the historic and romantic village
of Russell. Four of its five luxury villas oﬀer their own private heated horizon-edged lap pool
and all boast private Jacuzzis, original artworks, home theatre systems, amenities and fully
equipped gourmet kitchens.

Bay of Many Coves Resort is a luxurious retreat in the scenic Marlborough Sounds. Relax in
a spacious one-, two- or three-bedroom hillside apartment with an uninterrupted vista of
coastline and native bush-clad hills.

Talented resident chefs prepare cuisine featuring regional delicacies in true Pacific Rim style
matched with New Zealand wines. The retreat also oﬀers the services of its own resident
personal trainer and spa therapists to ensure the most indulgent of stays. Eagles Nest –
somewhere between seven stars and heaven.

The restaurant’s irresistible cuisine reflects the region’s superb harvests, from succulent
seafood to delicious olives and fruit, complemented by excellent hand-selected wines. This
exclusive picture-postcard retreat is an extraordinary playground for sailing, fishing, walking
and kayaking in an unspoiled natural environment.
Map ref: D5/M3

Map ref: E4/J4
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Private Retreats and
Country Estates

On the sun-splashed patio of your private villa, relish delicious meals prepared by an
award-winning chef from fresh local produce, complemented by fine New Zealand
wines. Or enjoy a leisurely dinner in the elegant dining room of a country estate. Revel in
thoughtful and legendary Kiwi hospitality, in properties as luxurious as the settings are

Grasmere Lodge, Southern Alps

Otahuna Lodge

– Stunning alpine scenery surrounds this gracious lodge, set in the heart of New Zealand’s
Southern Alps

– This is Otahuna Lodge. This is New Zealand at its finest

A working farm since 1858, Grasmere allows guests to enjoy all the region has to oﬀer, or
simply revel in the space and serenity. Just 90 minutes from Christchurch airport, Grasmere
is tucked into a mountain landscape that will leave you with lasting memories.
The 1858 limestone house has been retained within the homestead, featuring beautiful
rooms such as the library, lounge, bar and evening dining rooms. Arthur’s Pass National
Park, with its many lakes and rivers, borders Grasmere and oﬀers a range of activities. Relax
beside the heated swimming pool or in the spa studio, or turn your energies to kayaking
or mountain biking.
Map ref: C6/M8

Set in pastoral surroundings against the fluted cone of an ancient volcano, Otahuna Lodge is
a beguiling Victorian mansion that oﬀers its guests an unique sense of wonder and discovery.
New Zealand's largest private historic residence has been revitalised with luxury
accommodation, glorious gardens and sophisticated cuisine. In its patrician sense of
calm, the grace and charm of its grounds and its refined, yet personable service, Otahuna
combines the romance of the past with the cosmopolitan pleasures of the present - the very
best of both worlds.
Map ref: C6/N5

The Beach House on Kawau Island
– An experience equal to the best of the best
Arrive by Seaplane from downtown Auckland or drive to the seaside village of Sandspit then
take a short ferry trip across to Kawau Bay. Step ashore at a private jetty and stroll a few
metres to The Beach House – kick oﬀ your shoes and feel the sand between your toes – time
to relax and unwind. Nestled on the edge of stunning Vivian Bay, this small boutique hotel
oﬀers luxurious beachfront, courtyard and bush cottage accommodation designed to suit
individual requirements.
The licensed restaurant, with its extensive courtyard overlooking the beach, is the perfect
place to dine al-fresco. In winter sit around the open fire indoors and enjoy exquisite cuisine
created by the chef using the freshest locally sourced produce.
Take a kayak out onto the sheltered bays; go snorkelling, dive for shellfish, catch a fish,
bush walk or simply relax with a good book and unwind. As night falls the skies open
to showcase the stars. No light pollution, no roads and no cars – just exquisite decor,
stunning ocean views and exceptional cuisine. It has to be one of New Zealand’s most
beautiful places to stay.
Map ref: E5/K2

spectacular. Fill your days with outdoor pleasures: kayak a secluded lake, cast a fishing
line or play a game of tennis. Cycle peaceful side roads and trek scenic trails. Ride horses
through endless farmlands. Everywhere you go, the rural New Zealand lifestyle and
down-to-earth nature of those you meet are guaranteed to refresh your spirits.

Edenhouse
— Nestled in a serene valley in the heart of rural Nelson
Edenhouse is an overdue reminder of the genuine meaning of luxury. This prestigious lodge
is situated within 46 acres of private grounds and internationally acclaimed gardens and
is perfectly positioned between Nelson and The Abel Tasman National Park. The highly
regarded Robb Report included Edenhouse in its list of “THE WORLD’S TOP 100 RESORTS”
featuring “EARTH’S MOST EXCLUSIVE RETREATS”. It described Edenhouse as “discreet intimate
luxury at its best”.
This is country the world knows for its trout-fishing rivers, wild mountains, pristine
countryside, cerulean bays and the golden, postcard beaches of the Abel Tasman National
Park. Artisan food producers, a thriving arts and crafts community, and internationally
reputed wineries are all within easy range of Edenhouse. The Abel Tasman National Park
consistently ranks as one of the five top tourist attractions in New Zealand.
Guests have a choice of staying in two luxurious suites in the main lodge or the beautifully
appointed and very private two-bedroom, two-bathroom garden cottage.
Map ref: D3/M5
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Hapuku Lodge & Tree Houses

Queenstown Park Boutique Hotel

– Sleep ten metres above the ground in a stylish treehouse, just north of the prime eco-destination
of Kaikoura

– A haven of luxury for all seasons

Architect-designed Hapuku Lodge & Tree Houses lies between the Kaikoura Seaward
Mountains and famed Mangamaunu Bay, overlooking a deer stud and olive grove.
Stay in the contemporary country lodge or the Olive House suite. For something unusual, try
one of five luxury tree houses built into the canopy of a native Kanuka grove, where huge
windows bring the outdoors in. All accommodations are accented by stunning, locally made
wooden furniture. On-site facilities include an outstanding restaurant using ingredients
grown on site and sourced locally, an outdoor lap pool, guest change room, sauna and gym.
Map ref: D3/M7
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Unique Places to Stay

Just a five-minute stroll from Queenstown’s centre and lakeside and surrounded by parklands, this 19-room architecturally-designed hotel complements Queenstown’s majestic
mountain backdrop to perfection. It's a niche luxury experience – relax with views of the
gondola or The Remarkables mountain range. Enjoy a delicious à la carte breakfast and
return in the evening to the stylish Remarkables Lounge for complimentary pre-dinner
canapés and wines, enjoying the personal attention and local knowledge provided by your
hosts. Queenstown features a wide range of restaurants and great shops. Known for its Pinot
Noir, Queenstown and nearby Gibbston Valley are home to over 75 wineries.
Map ref: B2/N7

A holiday is an escape from the everyday. So why not choose a place to stay unlike
anything you’ve ever experienced? Admire the stars from a slipper bath tucked into a
country garden or from a hotel’s private observatory. Awake to birdsong in a treehouse
high in the forest canopy. Settle into a sleek urban hotel where you can mingle over

The Boatshed
– Chic luxury Waiheke accommodation
Sitting just above the sun-drenched bay and white sandy beaches of Oneroa, with its
casual and elegant atmosphere working in perfect harmony with its seaside location. Seven
designer luxury hotel suites includes two bungalows – a collection of stylish baches – luxury
beach cottages near the sea. An eclectic mix of diﬀerent spaces and room types have been
created with a high level of design detail. Relax on teak sun loungers and be pampered.
There is private all day dining exclusive to hotel guests which uses fresh organic produce
sourced from the Boatshed’s extensive kitchen gardens. The Boatshed's spa entices guests
to completely unwind – the ultimate sensory journey. Lunch al-fresco at local vineyards.
Map ref: E5/K4

Hilton Auckland

Peppers Awaroa

Huntaway Lodge

– Famous Viaduct Harbour views and luxury city living

Indulge in a gorgeous wilderness location
in the heart of Abel Tasman National Park,
surrounded by native bushland, picturesque
bays and beaches. Enjoying impeccable
service and superb food, you will easily
relax in one of the 26 contemporary villas
at Peppers Awaroa Lodge. Located on the
renowned Abel Tasman Coastal Track, the
resort is accessible only by foot, sea kayak,
water taxi or air.

Set above sandy beaches, with stunning
sea views and accommodating up to ten
guests, this luxury lodge oﬀers three ensuite
bedrooms opening to decks. The Retreat
features two spacious bedrooms, en-suites
with bathtubs, walk-in showers and private
decks with sea views. Enjoy a gourmet
breakfast, explore the bays or paddle a kayak.
As evening falls, relax with a drink and dinner.
Unwind in the outdoor spa under the stars.

Map ref: D2/M2

Map ref: D8/M4

Located 300m out to sea, this boutique hotel oﬀers well-appointed rooms with balconies
and sweeping harbour views. Renowned for expertly prepared seafood, the onsite restaurant
boasts a menu designed by New Zealand celebrity chef, Gareth Stewart. Sip a signature
drink at the architecturally designed cocktail bar, keep fit in the 24-hour fitness centre or
marvel at waterfront views from the underwater viewing window of the outdoor lap pool.
The major attractions of The Sky Tower, Viaduct Harbour and the city centre are close by for
the hotel to seamlessly combine style with guest convenience.
Map ref: E4/K4

canapés with your fellow guests. Curl up before a huge stone fireplace in a rural lodge
built of logs. Delight in the clever conveniences of an eco-friendly resort that draws its
power from the sun and its produce from organic gardens. To enjoy all this and more,
you don’t have to give up comfort; top-notch service ensures a holiday to remember.

Stonefly Lodge
– Nestled in a private forest on the banks of the Motueka River
Stonefly Lodge, just a 50-minute drive from Nelson and Abel Tasman National Park, provides
luxury accommodation and an ideal base from which to explore this fascinating part of the
South Island. Architecturally designed and built from local stone and timber, the lodge is
centrally located between three spectacular national parks. Four guest rooms, each with
ensuite, feature private balconies overlooking the river and surrounding mountains.
Activities available near the lodge include fly fishing, helicopter scenic flights, sea kayaking,
guided and unguided hiking tours, wine tasting, white water rafting, horse riding and
exploring the many art and craft studios in the region.
Map ref: D2/M3
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Peppers Carrington

Peppers Parehua

This luxury Northland estate boasts
four kilometres of secluded white-sand
coastline, an 18-hole championship golf
course and the award-winning Karikari
Estate winery and vineyard. Guests stay in
spacious lodge rooms or self-contained
three-bedroom villas with stunning views
of the ocean, golf course or native bush and
vineyard. Facilities include a heated infinity
swimming pool,a spa and tennis courts.

Little more than an hour by road from
Wellington, over rolling hills and past scenic
vineyard vistas, is the charming historic
village of Martinborough. On its outskirts,
you will find the grand estate of Peppers
Parehua Martinborough, with its great treelined lawns and sweeping views. Your heart
will tell you this is somewhere special, a
place that truly romances the soul – and a
special couples escape or wedding venue.

Map ref: E2/J3

Map ref: E3/M4

Food, Wine and Golf

Indulge your gourmet dreams in New Zealand, where exceptional beef, lamb and
seafood, and the freshest fruits and vegetables, underpin a progressive culinary
scene. Accent your meal with one of local wines that are gaining global recognition.
Continue to explore the finer side of life with a few rounds on some of the country’s
championship golf courses. Blessed with mountains, seashores, cliﬀs, forests and
hills, New Zealand oﬀers golfers some of the most breathtaking settings on Earth.

Breckenridge Lodge

Over The Top Golf

– Relax in an ambiance of romantic comfort

– A must do experience for all golfers

The luxurious Breckenridge Lodge is nestled in the picturesque valley of Omarunui in the
heart of Hawkes Bay Wine Country and Napier – the Art Deco capital of New Zealand. Each
elegant and private guest bedroom with en-suite has a spectacular view overlooking a
vineyard and expansive rural landscape.

Over The Top, the helicopter company in association with Golf Warehouse bring you New
Zealand’s most picturesque golf hole. Nestled at 1370 metres in the Southern Alps, this
unique par 3 golf experience overlooking Queenstown has four tee boxes for the altitude
golfer to attempt their hole in one. With Over The Top helicopter access only, players fly in,
drive, chip and putt out on the top. Nearest to Pin, Longest Putt, Hole in One, Longest Drive.
Choose your challenge, your choice of 2 tees. Allow 1.5 hours.

If superb kiwi hospitality, a peaceful location and gourmet food and wine are among your
pleasures in life, then you will be in your element. Your host, internationally experienced chef
Malcolm Redmond, is passionate about creating an unforgettable gourmet experience and
uses only the freshest seasonal produce from his organic garden and local markets.
Map ref: E7/L8

Altitude Golf, Lift aloft with a caddy and time to play at leisure. Priced by helicopter type.
Allow 2-3 hours with 10 balls and refreshments.
Map ref: B2/N7

The George
– Discerning travellers receive individual attention in an intimate atmosphere at this boutique
Christchurch hotel
To stay at The George is to experience the essence of supreme comfort. Its spacious rooms
have been designed with an eye for stylish detail and with an equal staﬀ-to-guest ratio,
impeccable service is assured. Savour inspirational cuisine in The George's signature
restaurant, Pescatore, a modern space oﬀering a minimalist approach to formal dining.
Seasonal menus are matched with top vintages from Pescatore’s comprehensive wine list,
honoured by Wine Spectator magazine as one of the world’s outstanding restaurant lists.
Meanwhile, "50 Bistro", serves inspired bistro food with excellent wines.
Located opposite Hagley Park, The George is in the heart of the arts district and just a short
stroll from the museum, the art gallery, cafés and boutique shopping. The hotel has been
recognized many times as New Zealand’s leading boutique hotel at the World Travel Awards.
Map ref: C6/N4
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Fiji
Have you ever dreamed of being a castaway on a South Pacific island – an island where the drinks are
icy cold, the spa treatments are hypnotically relaxing and your thatched-roof bungalow (bure) is stocked
with luxurious amenities? Then welcome to Fiji. It’s the tropical paradise you’ve always imagined, scattered
across 333 lush islands.
Welcome the dawn with a stroll along a sugar-sand beach, as a gentle breeze ruﬄes the fronds of the
towering coconut palms fringing the shore. Linger over a leisurely breakfast served on the veranda of your
private bure, admiring the delicate orchids blooming in the surrounding gardens. After breakfast, the choices
of ways to indulge, unwind and rejuvenate are boundless.
Scuba or snorkel through crystalline waters along a spectacular coral reef teeming with fish. Glide high
above the archipelago in a hot air balloon. Hurtle along a rushing inland river aboard a whitewater raft. Gasp
as the air fills your parasail and whisks you high above the turquoise ocean.
Delight in the chatter of cuckoos, warblers and lorikeets on a bird-watching trek. Swim in a sparkling pond
beneath a jungle waterfall. Enjoy the warm hospitality of the Fijians, and learn more about the art, music and
language of a fascinating culture that stretches back more than 3,000 years.
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After your explorations, perhaps a sojourn by the pool with a good book is in order. Late in the day, raise
a cocktail to the sun as it dips below the horizon in a fiery display of scarlet and gold. As the tropical dusk
closes in, sample tantalizing fare from world-class restaurants, complemented by vintages from extensive
wine lists. Stroll back to your bure, utterly pampered and utterly relaxed. If this is life as a castaway, you’ll
never want to come back to the real world.
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Lomani Island Resort
– A romantic, tranquil atmosphere for those seeking total relaxation
“Lomani" in Fijian means love and you are sure to fall in love with this idyllic island paradise
where the dedicated Fijian staﬀ will cater to your every wish. An adults-only boutique
escape, Lomani Island Resort is hidden amongst the swaying palms and tropical gardens
of Malolo Lailai island. Located along kilometres of white sand beach and pristine lagoons,
the crystal clear waters provide a haven for tropical marine life and vibrant corals in the
Mamanuca Islands of Fiji.
Lomani's 24 luxury suites and bures are large and spacious with spectacular ocean views
and a king-size bed with "pure Fijian" amenities. Hibiscus Suites and Beachfront Bures also
feature a private outdoor shower.
The resort oﬀers a variety of complimentary activities and organized tours for active couples
including snorkelling trips, village visits or dolphin safari; or you can just sit back and relax
with a cocktail by the pool or treat yourself at the day spa. At the end of the day, enjoy a
romantic beachside dinner under the stars at Lomani’s Flame Tree Restaurant.
Map ref: B2/L6
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Luxury Fiji

Let Fiji’s fabulous resorts and yachts work their magic on your weary soul. Once
ensconced beneath a swaying coconut palm, you’ll soon find it impossible to remember
a life of deadlines and responsibilities. The superbly trained staﬀ respond to your every
wish, whether you yearn for breakfast-in-bed, a massage by the sea or a nightcap under
the stars. On land, try yoga or tennis. At sea, dive along remote reefs. Delectable cuisine,
fine wines, sun-drenched beaches and luxurious accommodations await you.

Outrigger Fiji Beach Resort

Castaway Island Fiji

– Luxury in the heart of Fiji’s Coral Coast

– An iconic private island resort

Just an hour’s drive from Nadi International Airport, this luxurious resort is set on a whitesand beach, among 286 acres of tall palms and lush tropical gardens. Leave your cares
behind you as you are greeted on arrival by your butler who also serves you complimentary
champagne and canapés each afternoon; unpacks and packs for you and makes restaurant
reservations for you during your stay.

Castaway Island, Fiji is an iconic private island resort surrounded by white sandy beaches
and vibrant reefs, perfect for romantic couples with or without children. Oﬀering
exceptional facilities and creative island cuisine, Castaway is one of Fiji’s most popular
island resorts. The traditionally thatched air-conditioned bures with vaulted “tapa” lined
ceilings are stylish and spacious.

Choose from 127 deluxe ocean-view rooms or 47 traditional Fijian bures, whose vaulted
ceilings are lined with exquisite hand-painted cloth. Enjoy the huge lagoon swimming pool
or the new adults-only private pool, 24-hour gym, five bars, five restaurants and spectacular
Bebe Spa Sanctuary.

There are plenty of activities to choose from including snorkeling oﬀ the beach, a PADI Five
Star Gold Palm dive centre, catamarans, kayaks, stand up paddleboards, jet ski safaris, hand
line fishing, speedboat champagne island hops, two stunning swimming pools and more.
Castaway has everything you come to Fiji to find.

Map ref: B5/M3

Map ref: B2/L6

Jean-Michel Cousteau Fiji Islands Resort
– An intimate, inclusive, multi-award-winning resort acclaimed for its authentic luxury, hospitality, eco-sensitivity and socially responsible culture
Overlooking secluded Savusavu Bay on the island of Vanua Levu, this resort is one of the gems of the South Pacific. It is surrounded by a
marine sanctuary, brilliantly coloured pristine reefs that are world-renowned, secluded beaches, tropical gardens and magnificent ocean
views. Oﬀering an authentic journey into Fijian culture, the resort allows discerning travellers of all ages to delight in a combination of culture,
wellbeing, nature, relaxation and exceptional cuisine. Reminiscent of a Fijian village, this resort provides a romantic luxury experience –
complete with adults-only pool and dining areas – whilst also oﬀering one of Fiji’s most comprehensive and responsible children’s programs.
Families have a separate area, The Bula Club, which features pools with water slides and much more. Each child under six has an exclusive
nanny from 9am to 9pm, and six- to 12-year-olds have a Fijian buddy.
Guests enjoy an exceptional variety of daily complimentary activities, boat snorkelling trips with the resident marine biologist, yoga classes,
sailing, kayaking, night snorkelling, eco-walks and more. Complimentary oﬀ-site excursions include a local village trip, a visit to the Savusavu
market, a guided rainforest and waterfall hike, and an ecological tour with the marine biologist.
The 25 individual, Fijian-style one- and two-bedroom bures (bungalows) exude tropical elegance. Designed in an environmentally
friendly style, they feature contemporary décor, Wi-Fi, windows screened with timber louvers, and double vanity bathrooms. The ultimate
in luxury is the villa, which includes a pool, four-poster bed and sunken Jacuzzi. Romantics can take pleasure in an intimate lantern-lit
pier dinner, a gourmet picnic on a deserted private island or a traditional nurturing massage in the oceanfront spa, while explorers can
dive with Jean-Michel L’Aventure.
Map ref: D7/K5
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Exotic Fiji

Just saying the word Fiji is enough to conjure images of beautiful white sandy beaches,
swaying palm trees and the most alluring, clear blue water. With stunning sunsets, lush
green mountains, secluded islands and coves, Fiji represents one of the last regions on
Earth where you are assured peace and tranquility. Discover some of the most secret
locations whilst experiencing the beautiful Fijian culture getting to know and love the
local people. For an unforgettably luxurious paradise experience, discover exotic Fiji.

Yasawa Island Resort & Spa
– There are 15 words in the Fijian language for "heaven", and "yasawa" is the first
Yasawa Island Resort and Spa is an exclusive resort on one of the most remote and unspoiled
islands of Fiji. Just 18 luxury beachfront bungalows are hidden among the palms, each just a
few steps from a pristine white beach. Swim in crystal clear waters, dive on vividly coloured
corals, connect with an ancient culture or indulge in Fiji’s first beachfront spa. Whatever you
choose to do at Yasawa, you’ll do it in complete seclusion.
What makes Yasawa special and unique is access to 11 private beaches for romantic beach
picnics; activities like the Blue Lagoon Caves visit and most importantly the Fijian authentic
culture, the majority of staﬀ come from the local villages and are truly excited to share their
island and their culture with you. Visit the local school, meet the Village Chief, partake in the
songs and dances of the local villagers. It is these moments that will stay with you long after
you leave Yasawa’s sandy shores.
Map ref: B5/K4

Blue Lagoon Cruises
– Cruise through the best of the South Pacific, in some of the most secret places oﬀ the coast of Fiji
You’ll be treated to untouched natural beauty, stunning sunsets and can see the ‘real’ Fiji through the eyes of our Fijian crew and meeting
Fijian locals. Our three, four and seven night cruise takes you to both the Mamanuca and Yasawa Island groups, with a maximum of four hours
cruising per day, you can spend more time exploring onshore or snorkelling amongst a myriad of fish. Visit remote island villages, discover
the ancient Fijian culture, sit down to an island feast set on a breathtakingly beach, swim with manta rays, learn how to cook traditional Fijian
dishes and stop oﬀ at the Sacred Island and Sawa I lau Caves.
Our boutique ship, 'Fiji Princess' oﬀers luxury, you can dine in the open air with views out over the sea to the rear of the vessel. During the
day relax under the shaded sky deck bar and saloon bar or enjoy the sun loungers on the large upper sun deck and cool oﬀ by taking a dip in
our splash pool. There is a spa on board oﬀering a range of massage and beauty treatments as well as a library and in room DVDs to help you
completely unwind. Wifi is available where reception allows too.
The cabins are all air-conditioned and well appointed. Each cabin has its own ensuite, ample storage, vanity table, hair dryer, soft towels and
fragrant soaps. All cabins are above the waterline and all decks feature large external windows with ocean views. Orchid Deck Cabins include a
welcome fruit platter, complementary daily stocked mini bar, Pure Fiji sun care pack, in cabin Nespresso coﬀee machine and tea making facilities.
Cruises depart from Port Denarau Marina or transfers from selected Mamanuca Resorts can also be arranged for those wanting a resort and
cruise experience. Our cruises are always personal, accommodating only 68 passengers, and with over 60 years experience cruising the islands
of Fiji, Blue Lagoon Cruises know how to spoil you the whole time.
Map ref: B4/L7
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